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Abstract
A simulation model is presented for the verification of the recently developed steady-state one-
dimensional adiabatic thermal Child-Langmuir flow theory. In this theory, a self-consistent
Poisson equation is developed through the use of the fluid-Maxwell equations and an adiabatic
equation of state. The adiabatic equation of state is also a statement of normalized rms thermal
emittance conservation. Solving the self-consistent Poisson equation with the appropriate
boundary conditions yields the current density, electrostatic potential, fluid velocity, equilibrium
density, temperature, and pressure profiles at a given cathode temperature.
A one-dimensional simulation model has been developed. It consists of the initial
loading, the charged-sheet model algorithm, and the post-processing of the results. Great care has
been taken in the initial loading of the beam, with the beam loaded as close to the equilibrium
values as possible. Because there is no known solution for the interface problem between the
quantum mechanical flow of electrons inside the solid material and the classical flow of electrons
in the cathode vacuum, a reinjection scheme is proposed in which the initial phase space near the
cathode be maintained throughout the simulation.
Three one-dimensional beams are simulated at dimensionless cathode temperatures of
0.1, 0.01, and 0.001. Great success is achieved at validating the theory at the dimensionless
cathode temperature of 0.1. The simulation results for the dimensionless cathode temperature of
0.01 and 0.001 cases are consistent with the theoretical prediction. Because of the good
agreement between the simulation and theory, the use of the adiabatic equation of state is
justified.
A strategy to extend the one-dimensional adiabatic thermal Child-Langmuir theory into
two-dimensions is presented. Because two-dimensional adiabatic equation(s) of state are
currently unknown, a two-dimensional simulation is used to both investigate and help formulate
the adiabatic equation(s) of state.
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A two-dimensional simulation model has been developed to simulate flows in a Pierce
gun slab geometry. The two-dimensional simulation consists of the meshing of the domain, the
initial loading, the particle-in-cell algorithm, and the post-processing of the results. An estimate
on the two-dimensional form of the equilibrium density is used to initially load the beam. Like
the one-dimensional case, the proposed particle boundary condition for the two-dimensional
simulation is that the initial phase space near the cathode be preserved throughout the simulation.
Preliminary results from the two-dimensional simulation model are presented.
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Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Thesis Supervisor: Chiping Chen
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Adiabatic Thermal Child-Langmuir (ATCL) flows describe charged-particle flows under both a
temperature and electrostatic potential bias subjected to adiabatic equation(s) of state. These
flows occur between two conducting plates and are found in the beam generation and
acceleration diode of charged-particle beam systems. Recently, there is much interest and
research in the development of beams with higher brightness, which is characterized by low
emittance and high current, because of their potential to vastly improve the performance of many
charged-particle beam applications [1, 2]. However, due to an incomplete understanding of
beams in this regime, current designs experience emittance growth. Therefore, by gaining a
better understanding of these flows the design of the future charged-particle beam applications
may be greatly improved.
Two theoretical descriptions of non-neutral plasmas, of which charge-particle beams are
a part, are the macroscopic fluid description and the kinetic description. A majority of plasma
phenomena can be described using the macroscopic fluid description, which utilizes the
traditional laws of conservation used in fluid mechanics, namely, the continuity equation and
equation of motion for a fluid, combined with Maxwell's equations to find a self-consistent
solution for the evolution of the fields and motions in the plasma from a macroscopic standpoint
[3, 4]. On the other hand, the kinetic description is a more detailed description. It can capture
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certain plasma phenomena, such as Landau damping, that are unexplainable using the
macroscopic fluid description. The kinetic description utilizes the Vlasov-Maxwell equations to
find the self-consistent evolution of the average electric and magnetic fields and one-particle
distribution function [3]. In this thesis, the macroscopic fluid description is used and
computational simulations are performed to verify the theoretical predictions and provide insight
for theoretical models.
Due to the infrequent occurrence of collisions in plasmas [4], collisions will not be
considered in this thesis.
An important tool to utilize when studying plasmas is computational simulation.
Although simulations of the past could only capture the essence of plasma behavior, nowadays,
with the advancement of computational capabilities, simulations can describe nearly all of the
details of plasma behavior. In general, charged-particle simulations find the electric and
magnetic fields from the particles' charge and current densities by solving the Maxwell
equations. Then, the classical equation of motion is used to determine the subsequent positions of
charged particles [5].
The organization of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 1, common examples of the
applications of charged-particle beams are briefly discussed. In addition, recent experimental
results from a state-of-the-art dc thermionic electron gun, which provides the main motivation
for this research, are discussed. Chapter 1 closes with a review of two important measures of
determining the quality of the beam, emittance and brightness. In Chapter 2, important
background materials relevant to this work are reviewed. In particular, the known analytical
results for ATCL flows in the zero temperature limit for both the one-dimensional (ID) and two-
dimensional (2D) case are reviewed. In Chapter 3, the recently developed theory of ID ATCL
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flows is reviewed. The ID simulation model is presented, and simulation results from three
illustrative cases discussed. These results provide validation to the theory. In Chapter 4, the
approach to generalize the ATCL flow theory from ID to 2D is given. The 2D simulation model
is presented, and preliminary simulation results are provided. In Chapter 5, concluding remarks
and directions of future work are discussed.
1.1 Motivation
Motivation for studying ATCL flows come from the shear number of charged-particle
applications and recent experimental results. By gaining a better understanding of ATCL flows,
the performance of many of charged-particle beam applications may be greatly improved. In
addition, experimental results from a state-of-the-art dc thermionic electron gun show a
discrepancy between the measured and theoretical transverse emittances despite vast design
improvements in the beam generation system. We wish to understand the causes of this
discrepancy so that the designs of future beam generation systems may be improved.
1.1.1 Applications
There are many applications of high-brightness charged-particle beams, many of which are
related to scientific research [2]. Two examples of charged-particle beams applications are free
electron lasers (FELs) and high-energy colliders.
The main difference between a free electron laser and a traditional optical laser is that the
lasing medium is from unbounded or free electrons. (Traditionally, the lasing medium of an
optical laser is from electrons bound to an atom.) Therefore, because the electrons used in the
FEL are unbounded, a wide range of wavelengths of the output beam can be realized through
adjusting the accelerator energy and undulator parameters. The source of electrons is first
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accelerated in an electron injector to near the speed of light. The electrons then move through the
undulator, which comprises of a series of magnets with alternating north and south poles. The
generated magnetic field forces the electrons to oscillate back and forth such that they emit light
of a specific wavelength. Currently, x-ray FEL facilities are constructed or under development in
the United States, Japan, and Germany. Experiments at these facilities allow the investigation of
previously unrealized areas of scientific research such as the structure of biomolecules and
extreme states of matter. Furthermore, the U.S. Navy is looking into using these lasers as a
defensive weapon to protect against land and air threats [6-9].
High-energy colliders are used to advance the field of particle physics, which is the study
of the fundamental constituents of matter. With high-energy colliders, particle physicists hope to
answer questions about the existence of extra dimensions, the postulation of unified forces at
high energies, dark matter, supersymmetry, subatomic particles, antimatter, and Higgs boson
particle. The largest particle accelerator to date is the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the
European Center for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland. At the LHC, which has
a circumference of approximately 27 km, two proton-proton beams traveling in opposite
directions collide at energies of 14 TeV at four different locations around the accelerator ring
[10]. Prior to the discovery of the Higgs bosons, electron-positron collider, the International
Linear Collider (ILC), was proposed which would have operated at the same energies as the
LHC but provide higher precision results. The design of the ILC consisted of two linear
accelerators, for a total length of approximately 31 km, that collide electrons and positrons at
energies up to 500 GeV. Furthermore, the proposal consisted of an option to upgrade to a 50 ki,
1 TeV collider. As a result of the recent discovery of the Higgs bosons, however, there is a
demand for creating factories that collide electrons with positrons at energies of 150 GeV [11].
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Other applications of charged-particle beams include spallation neutron sources, high-
power microwave sources, and medical accelerators and x-ray sources [1, 2].
1.1.2 Recent Experimental Results
In a state-of-the-art dc thermionic electron gun in the Spring-8 XFEL in Japan, the following
innovative design techniques were utilized: small-size cathode (the 3 mm diameter cathode
consisted of a single-crystal CeB6), elimination of the cathode control grid, and adiabatic
bunching and acceleration. This thermionic electron gun was able to measure a fairly low beam
emittance than what is traditionally measured. For example, the transverse normalized emittance
of a 1 A, 500 keV, 1400 *C beam was measured to be 1.1 mm at the gun exit. As a comparison,
traditional guns typically have transverse normalized emittances of approximately 30 mm.
However, the theoretical transverse normalized emittance at those parameters is 0.4 mm. Shown
in Figure 1-1 are transverse emittance measurements for different currents. Note that all of the








Ideal C o dae Emiltare: 0.40x mm mrad
0
z
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
V(fry)2
Figure 1-1: Theoretical and measured transverse normalized emittances for the thermionic
electron gun designed for the x-ray free electron laser project at Spring-8 [12].
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It is this discrepancy between the theoretical and the measured emittance that motives
this research. By gaining a better understanding of the behavior of these adiabatic thermal beams,
a better electron gun can be designed.
1.2 Beam Quality
Two important ways to measure the quality of a charged-particle beam are emittance and
brightness. Physically, the emittance is a measure of the parallelism of a beam, and brightness is
a measure of the maximum focused power flux of the beam [13].
While there are many definitions of beam emittance, the normalized root-mean-square
(rms) emittance in the transverse direction defined below is most commonly used [2].
Exn'r'M = fl) 1..1
2
where # =v/c, y=l 1 -L, c is the speed of light in a vacuum, and ex,.,defined below, is
the unnormalized rms emittance in transverse direction
Exr. = [(x2)(X2)(X ] 2 x -x' (1.2.2)
where x'= d= _ and ( ) denotes that a statistical average of the quantity inside the brackets is
dz vZ
taken over the phase space. By Liouville's Theorem, which is a statement of phase space volume
conservation, the normalized rms emittance is also conserved throughout the beam length [13].
For a thermal circular electron beam, Eq. (1.2.1) can be simplified to
- rc kBT (1.2.3)
n,rms 2T:c
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where me is the mass of an electron, kB is the Boltzman constant, r is the cathode radius, and T
is the cathode temperature.
Brightness of a continuous beam, which can be written as a function of emittance for
beams that have Cartesian symmetry in the transverse directions, is most widely defined as [2,
13]
B= (1.2.4)





Many charged-particle beam applications operate in the space-charge-dominated regime because
beams in this regime have high brightness. This is because the equilibrium density of beams in
this regime is relatively flat over the core of the beam and then drops drastically to zero in a few
Debye lengths [2]. Space-charge dominated beams are often generated by a charged-particle
source operating under the space-charge-limited regime where the current is restricted by the
space-charge and the electric field at the emitter is zero [14]. The cold beam, in which all thermal
effects are neglected, is the simplest model of the space-charge limited regime. Flows in this
regime that occur in planar diodes are also known as Child-Langmuir flows [3]. The derivation
of theoretical results in this regime are reviewed.
2.1 Child-Langmuir Law
In 1911, C. D. Child derived the maximum current density of a ID flow of charged particles
across an extraction gap, which is the where low-energy charged particles from a source are
accelerated to moderate energy levels. It is the first stage of an accelerator. Although his
derivation is only applicable to a specific geometry, it nevertheless provides a good estimate for
the maximum current density of a generic charged particle extractor [13].
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In his derivation, Child considered a steady-state 1 D flow of charged particles between
two infinite plates separated by a distance, d, as shown in Figure 2-1. At the cathode, the
electrostatic potential is zero, and at the anode the electrostatic potential is cId The velocity of
the particles at the cathode is zero. Let us further assert that the charged particles are electrons,
and apply the following assumptions [13, 15]:
a) The flow is non-relativistic;
b) No collisions between the charged particles;
c) The cathode provides an unlimited flux of particles which is only limited by space-charge
effects; and




Cathode (#0) Anode (#= d)
Figure 2-1: Schematic of steady-state 1 D charged particle flow between two infinite plates
Under these conditions, the 1 D equation of motion for a charged particle is
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dv a
m--= qE= -q- (2.1.1)
dt az
In Eq. (2.1.1), E= is the electric field, v is the velocity of the particle, # is the
az
electrostatic potential, and m and q are the mass and the charge of the electron, respectively.
Integrating Eq. (2.1.1) results in
v(z)= q (#(z-# (0)) (2.1.2)
where use has been made of the fact that at the cathode, all particles have zero velocity. From
charge conservation, J = qnv = constant where n is the equilibrium density. Thus,
J
qn = V2 (2.1.3)
2q (#(Z)-# (0))
where use has been made of Eq. (2.1.2). Inserting this into the ID version of Poission's equation
in cgs units, V 2# = -4 iqn, results in
a2- q2 
- C[O(z)-_()] 112  (2.1.4)
az 2 Lq(#(z)-# (0))1/
mm
where C =-4rJ m. The boundary conditions for Eq. (2.1.4) used to define a unique solution
-2q
are (0) =0, p(d)=<D ,and =0. The third boundary condition states that the electric
field is zero at the cathode. As the amount of charged particles increases in the gap, the electric
field at the cathode surface reduces until it reaches zero. At this point the surface flux at the
cathode reaches its maximum value, and the flow becomes space-charge-limited flow instead of
source-limited flow [13]. Therefore, the zero electric field at the cathode condition is a statement
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of the maximum allowable current. Integrating Eq. (2.1.4) and applying the boundary condition
= 0 results in
= 2v5 [#(z) -(0)]" (2.1.5)
Integrating and applying the boundary condition $(0) =0 results in
(z) = [ 315z] (2





Eq. (2.1.7) can be used to obtain a dimensionless result for the electrostatic potential in
the beam
I-d (2.1.8)
Notice that the normalized electrostatic potential with no space charge (i.e. in a vacuum) is




Figure 2-2: Axial variation of the normalized electrostatic potential with space charge and
without space charge.
2.2 Pierce Gun Solution
In 1940, J. R. Pierce was able to analytically design a space-charge dominated injector by finding
the electrode shapes needed to produce a laminar beam with a uniform current density in a 2D
slab geometry. In a high-energy accelerator, the injector consists of the particle source and initial
acceleration gaps. An injector with Pierce-type electrodes in a 2D slab geometry is illustrated in
Figure 2-3.
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zCathode(# = O Anode_(# =<D)
Figure 2-3: Illustration of an injector with Pierce-type electrodes in a 2D slab geometry.
To determine the electrode shapes analytically, the following assumptions were applied [13,
16]:
a) The flow is non-relativistic;
b) Effects of the self-generated magnetic field are negligibly small;
c) The emitter and collector are conducting surfaces, which maintain a potential bias. The
beam exits through a grid or foil in the collector.
Consider the situation illustrated in Figure 2-4 (a). For a beam of infinite width, the
variation of the electrostatic potential through the beam is given by the Child-Langmuir law, Eq.
(2.1.8). However, now consider the situation illustrated in Figure 2-4 (b). There are no electrons
for x >0, but there is still a flow of electrons for x! 0. For the flow of electrons in x ! 0, we
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want to maintain the characteristics of an infinite width beam. In other words, in this region the
resultant beam would need to be laminar, have a uniform current density, have only axial electric
fields, and its electrostatic potential must vary as Eq. (2.1.8). In order to achieve this, the
boundary at x = 0 will need to satisfy the following two conditions: (1) the potential must vary
as Eq. (2.1.8) at x = 0, and (2) a$/ax =0 at x = 0 because there are no transverse electric fields












Figure 2-4: Derivation of Pierce-type electrode shapes. (a) Planar gun with a beam of infinite
width. (b) Planar gun with a beam restricted to x 0. In other words, the only region with
electrons is x 0 .
To find the shape of the electrodes, the 2D Laplace equation,




will need to be solved for x >0. Notice that if f(u) is an analytical function of a complex
variable u = z + ix where i = -Zi , Eq. (2.2.1) is automatically satisfied for both the real and
imaginary parts of f(u) [17]. Therefore, in the vacuum region, we take $ = Re[f(u)]. Because
the potential at x = 0 is required to equal Eq. (2.1.8), the analytic function can be taken as
f(u)=<D 4/3 _ d 413 (2.2.2)d d
Thus, the potential would be
$(x,z)=<bdRe +ix 43 (2.2.3)
It is obvious that at x = 0 , Eq. (2.2.3) satisfies condition (1), i.e. $(0,z) = CDd(z / d) 4 /3 . To check
if condition (2), i.e. #/az = 0 at x = 0, is satisfied, Eq. (2.2.3) is first expressed in polar
coordinates using
z=rcos9 , x=rsin9 (2.2.4)
where r = Vx2+ Z2 and 0 = tan-1 (x/z). Eq. (2.2.3) then becomes
-( z) = Re [ 43 i4e3 = 43 cos 
- I (2.2.5)[Ldd j d C3)
Taking the derivative with respect to x results in
a#(x,z) 4 4 2 -13 4tan-1(xz) 4 tan-'(x z)
=- D(x 2) xco -zsmn (2.2.6)
ax 3 d3 3
Thus, at x = 0, a$(x,z)/ax =0 which satisfies condition (2). Therefore, Eq. (2.2.3) or Eq.
(2.2.5) describes the electrostatic potential outside of the beam needed to maintain a laminar,
uniform current density beam. The dimensionless equipotentials, # / CD, for a Pierce-type
electrode gun for a beam with a normalized half beam width of 0.25 are illustrated in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5: Plot of various normalized equipotential lines, d / for a Pierce-type electrode
gun. The beam has a normalized half beam width of 0.25. Outside of the beam (x / d > 0.25 and
x / d <-0.25 ), the normalized equipotentials are given by Eq. (2.2.3); inside the beam
(-0.25 x /d 0.25 ), the equipotentials are given by Eq. (2.1.8).
For the cathode, # /Dd =0. Using Eq. (2.2.5), the cathode electrode shape would be
0= 31c /8 (2.2.7)
Therefore, the cathode is a straight line angled at 67.5* from the horizontal. For the anode,
# /"Cd= 1, which results in an anode shape of
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(r/d)4 '3 cos(40 / 3)=1 (
The #/<Dd=O and # /CDd =1 in Figure 2-5 represent the cathode and anode electrode shapes,
respectively. Thus, the modified electrode geometry has countered the beam divergence from
space-charge repulsion to create a laminar beam with a uniform current density.
It is important to note that the equations that have been derived are only applicable for a
planar beam. However, the electrode shapes of a cylindrical beam are close to those of a sheet
beam when r, / d >>1 where r, is the radius of the beam [13].
It is also important to note that the analytical results presented in this chapter do not take
thermal effects into account. In reality, however, the injector always operates at a finite
temperature. The following chapters present the development of the beam theory in which




One-Dimensional Adiabatic Thermal Child-
Langmuir Flows
The basic theory of one-dimensional adiabatic thermal Child-Langmuir flow is reviewed.
Examples of such flows are discussed. Validation of this theory is achieved through self-
consistent simulations.
3.1 Theory
Let us consider a steady-state 1 D flow of charged particles between infinite planar conducting
plates located at z = 0 and z = d subjected to a potential bias and finite temperature distribution,
as illustrated in Figure 3-1. Let us make the following assumptions:
a) The emitting plate at z = 0 is held at a constant temperature of T(0)= T;
b) The flow is space-charge dominated so that the electric field vanishes at the emitting
plate;
c) The flow is nonrelativistic;
d) Effects of the self-generated magnetic field are negligibly small; and








Figure 3-1: Schematic of steady-state 1 D ATCL flow between two infinite plates.
Under these conditions, the warm-beam fluid equations in cgs units are [18]:









where n, V, #, p, and T are the equilibrium density, flow velocity, electrostatic potential,
pressure, temperature, respectively. kB is the Boltzmann constant, and m and q are,
respectively, the rest mass and charge of the charged particle.
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0(d)-<(Dd
Equation (3.1.1) describes the fluid equation of motion. Equation (3.1.2) is the equation
of continuity for one species. Equation (3.1.3) is Poisson's equation, which can be derived from
Maxwell's equations under electrostatic conditions. Equation (3.1.4) is the ID adiabatic equation
of state. Finally, Equation (3.1.5) is the ID stress tensor.
It is important to note that Eq. (3.1.4) is a statement of normalized rms thermal emittance
conservation. In fact, it is a statement of entropy conservation because the propagation is
assumed to be both adiabatic (i.e. negligible heat flow) and reversible. From [19], it can be
derived that in ID the square of the normalized rms thermal emittance is proportional to p /n' or
TIn2 . Therefore,
T/n 2 = const. (3.1.6)
along the beam.
As shown in [18], the following self-consistent Poisson equation can be derived using
Eqs. (3.1.1) - (3.1.5):
32 _ 4,Ug
{- q 3 - J4W2  1/2 (3.1.7)
-qp+3kB c +[-q ~ q$ Bc c1/




where prime indicates differentiation with respect to z.
Furthermore, the fluid velocity is found to be
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V = qp+3kB, e+
m t [(-~ q- q, + 6kBTc -1/2 1/2_ m m ) (3.1.10)









It is helpful to scale the relevant equations with respect to the cold beam values. The following
dimensionless scales are used:
a,
- -kBT J ~zJ=-, z=-
JcL d
(3.1.13)
V2 a d2, V = dV (3.1.14)
where d is the distance between the cathode and the anode; 'd is the electrostatic potential at
the anode, i.e. 4D = $(0,d); T is the cathode temperature; and JcL is the Child-Langmuir cold
bemuen3 ,3/2
beam current density, i.e. Jc, = 77rd2 ( C2 ) -The dimensionless velocity, equilibrium
density, temperature, pressure, and time are defined as follows:










p = nd2 (3.1.18)
^d 2 1(t g. )12t (3.1.19)
Furthermore, the dimensionless electric field, E, is defined as
P= R=$(3.1.20)
The dimensionless form of Poisson's equation, Eq. (3.1.3), is
V#=--n (3.1.21)
9
where use has been made of Eqs. (3.1.13), (3.1.14), and (3.1.16). Neglecting any magnetic field
forces, the equation of motion for a particle is
m = qR (3.1.22)dt2
which becomes, in dimensionless form,
d2.x
i2= -E= $(3.1.23)
where use has been made of Eqs. (3.1.13), (3.1.19), and (3.1.20).
Using Eqs. (3.1.13) and (3.1.15), the fluid velocity along the beam, Eq. (3.1.10), in
dimensionless form is
V= 0+3$e+[p( +6$) (3.1.24)
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In addition, using the fact that the square of the normalized rms thermal emittance, which is
proportional to T / n2 in one-dimension, is conserved along the beam, the temperature profile
along the beam is found to be
T= 32 2] (3.1.25)
where use has been made of Eqs. (3.1.6), (3.1.12), (3.1.16), and (3.1.19).
As shown in [18], Poisson's equation, Eq. (3.1.7), in dimensionless form becomes
a2 41 (3.1.26)
Za-2 9 )+3]+1/26f
and the boundary conditions become
o(0)=0= 0'(0) and 0(1)=1 (3.1.27)
Note that at the zero-temperature limit, i.e. T =0, Eq. (3.1.26) becomes
a2~ 4 j
(3.1.28)
which is satisfied by the solution
Z=- 3 (3.1.29)
with J = 1. Thus, the derived Poisson's equation, Eq. (3.1.26), recovers the Child-Langmuir
Law in the zero-temperature limit.
3.2 Sample Analytical Results
The ID theory discussed in §3.1 has enabled us to determine the current density and the
electrostatic potential, fluid velocity, equilibrium density, temperature, and pressure profiles
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given the cathode temperature for a finite-temperature nonrelativistic Child-Langmuir flow. This
is accomplished by solving Eq. (3.1.26) under the boundary conditions specified in Eq. (3.1.27).









Figure 3-2: Evaluated dimensionless electrostatic potential distributions at the following
dimensionless cathode temperatures: T =0.1, 0.01, 0.001 with J1=2.6055, 1.4886, 1.1526,
respectively. As a comparison, the cold-fluid solution at T, =0 is also shown.
Figure 3-2 shows the normalized electrostatic potential found by solving Eq. (3.1.26)
with the boundary conditions in Eq. (3.1.27) for various normalized cathode temperatures.
Notice that as the dimensionless cathode temperature increases, the normalized electrostatic
potential becomes more and more depressed.
Shown in Figure 3-3 are the following normalized theoretical values: (a) electrostatic
potential, (b) electric field, (c) fluid velocity, (d) equilibrium density, (e) temperature, and (f)
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Figure 3-3: Plots of the following normalized theoretical curves: (a) electrostatic potential, (b)
electric field, (c) velocity, (d) equilibrium density, (e) temperature, and (f) pressure at the
dimensionless cathode temperatures of T, -0.1, T = 0.01, and T = 0.001. As a comparison, the
cold-fluid theoretical curves, for which T, = 0, are also shown.
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Figure 3-3 (a) has been discussed previously. Figure 3-3 (b) describes the normalized electric
field. The area bounded by this curve and the z - axis should always be equal to 1. (This will be
demonstrated more formally in a subsequent section. For now, it is sufficient to know that the
area is constant at all normalized cathode temperatures.) As shown in Figure 3-3 (b), the electric
field does adjust itself in order to preserve the area at each T. It is interesting to note that as T
decreases the rate of change in the electric field near the emitter increases. Figure 3-3 (c)
illustrates the dimensionless fluid velocity. Note that at the emitter, the velocity is nonzero for
the ATCL flow cases. In fact, from Eq. (3.1.11), V(O) = (3TJ . Furthermore, higher i results
in higher velocities and a near linear profile. The dimensionless equilibrium density is shown in
Figure 3-3 (d). Note that because the velocity is nonzero for ATCL flows, the equilibrium
density is finite at the emitter. However, for the cold-fluid case, the velocity is zero at the
emitter, resulting in an infinite equilibrium density at the emitter as shown in Figure 3-3 (d). As
T, increases, the equilibrium density becomes smoother and has a more gradual decay along the
beam. Figure 3-3 (e) is a plot of the normalized temperature profile along the beam. At low iT 's,
the temperature is nearly constant throughout the beam. At high iT's, the temperature profile
becomes more noticeable, and it is observed to decrease monotonically along the beam. Finally,
Figure 3-3 (f) shows the normalized pressure variation along the beam. Because the normalized
pressure is defined as the product of the dimensionless equilibrium density and temperature,
pressure plot should have a form similar to Figure 3-3 (d) and Figure 3-3 (e). Like the
temperature, the pressure is nearly uniform for low Ti's. As T. increases, the profile becomes
more perceptible and is seen to also monotonically decrease along the beam.
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Table 3.1: Evaluated current densities
temperatures.
and diode voltage at various dimensioniess cathode
As shown in Table 3.1, ATCL flow results in a higher current density than cold-fluid
Child-Langmuir flow. In fact, the current density increases as the normalized cathode
temperature increases. Also shown in Table 3.1 is the corresponding diode voltage for each
normalized cathode temperature with kBT, = 0.1 eV for the shown ATCL cases. Note that for
kBT =0.1 eV, a lower T corresponds to a higher diode voltage.
3.3 Simulation Model
A computer code, named One-Dimensional Adiabatic Thermal Child-Langmuir (ATCL1D), has
been developed in MATLAB in order to simulate ID ATCL flows in an effort to validate the
theory of ID ATCL flow. (The MATLAB code is included in Appendix C). The simulation model
and algorithms implemented in the ATCL1D code are discussed.
3.3.1 Charged-Sheet Model
The charged-sheet model is used to simulate the 1D beam. This model does not take Coulomb
collisions into account [5].
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Figure 3-4: 1D simulation model. The simulation loop, which implements the charged-sheet
model algorithm, consists of an electric field solver, a leapfrog scheme, and a reinjection scheme.
Figure 3-4 summarizes the computational sequence for the charged-sheet model. First,
the beam is initially loaded with a set number of charged-sheets or macroparticles. In other
words, all of the macroparticles are assigned an initial position and an initial velocity. Second,
the simulation loop is executed. In the simulation loop, the electric field is evaluated, the
macroparticles are pushed, and a reinjection scheme is implemented at each time step [5].
Finally, once the simulation loop has finished executing the set number of time steps, the results
are post-processed. In the post-processing stage, simulation values are compared to the
theoretical values and illustrative plots are obtained. In the subsequent sections, more details are




It is desirable to load the beam as close to equilibrium values as possible, achieving a so-called
"quiet start." In doing so, all of the transits of the simulated beam will die out quickly; thus, the
overall computational time can be decreased. To achieve a quiet start, the following strategy is
employed to determine the loading of a total number of macroparticles, N,, that best represents
the warm beam.
First, the total dimensionless charge of the beam is calculated from
d 25 6 di dj di
".9,. fffif44(3.3.1)
0
Then, the following equation is solved for the parameter, tj,,
g(?7) h((i -91)1A A )A= (3.3.2)
dxdy
d2 Qwhere NZ is the total number of grid cells between 0 and 1 in the z direction and ddis
dd
determined from Eq. (3.3.1). Eq. (3.3.2) discretizes the theoretical equilibrium density and
provides a method to find the best location in which to evaluate the equilibrium density such that
the total dimensionless charge is still equal to the theoretical value. For Cell (i), the local
dimensionless charge would beCd2Q
m w((i - 1)nAe +rAe)As (3.3.3)
from which the number of macroparticles for Cell (i) can be determined.
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For the first cell, Cell (1), the number of macroparticles and residual, r, is calculated,
respectively, as
d 2Q
Ncel!(l) = Nearest Integer Less Than or Equal to N, ddj (3.3.4)
Pd l) J
dd2 2r\dedj lceno>
rceno>=NP d2 ~NCel>(l) (3.3.5)
\# /cen(1)
For all subsequent cells, the number of macroparticles is determined by
d 2Q
NeUg, ,,,l= Nearest Integer Less Than or Equal to rceno-o + N (3.3.6)(d2Q
Cefl~i) bd = - -1) +NP A#\ /ceu(i).J (.36
and the residual is updated according to the following equation
d 2Q
rCellO). i.1= rCell(i-1) N didd -N (3.3.7)
r -r + (dQ CeIQ) (il
Because there can be discrepancies using this strategy between the total loaded macroparticles
and N,, a correction is implemented in which the loaded number of macroparticles are
uniformly depressed or accumulated depending on if the loaded number of macroparticles is
greater than or less than N,. Thus, the loaded number of macroparticles is always equal to N,.
The position of each macroparticle is determined by using a uniform random number
generator for Ncell(,), with the bounds adjusted for each cell limit. To exemplify, for Cell (i), the
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cell limits, a and b , that bound the uniform random number generator would be a, = (i-1) x A2
and b, = i x W.
The macroparticle's velocity is determined using a Maxwellian velocity distribution.
Compared to a Gaussian distribution, the Gaussian distribution will equal the Maxwellian
velocity distribution when the standard deviation is equal to
o-=kT 2  (3.3.8)
The normalized standard deviation is defined as
- 1/2
m= o  (3.3.9)
Thus, the velocity of each macroparticle is determined using a normalized Gaussian distribution
random number generator with the mean equal to
V= V +31e +[q(q+6f) (3.3.10)
and the standard deviation equal to
or= T'2 (3.3.11)
where use has been made of Eqs. (3.1.24), (3.3.8), and (3.3.9). Notice that the mean of the
normalized Gaussian distribution is equal to the local theoretical fluid velocity and the standard
deviation is equal to the square root of the local theoretical fluid temperature.
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3.3.1.2 Electric Field Solver
OF
E E
Figure 3-5: Charged sheet with surface charge density uT.
In one dimension, the macroparticles are infinite charged sheets. Let us consider the infinite
charged sheet illustrated in Figure 3-5, which has surface charge density a. By planar
symmetry, the electric field emerging from a charged sheet would be perpendicular to the surface
of the charged sheet and be independent of its vertical position, and for a positive surface charge
density, the electric field would radiate out from the sheet. Using a Gaussian pillbox, the
magnitude of the electric field is found to be
E = I 4jra (3.3.12)
in cgs units. Notice that the electric field is not dependent on distance from the plate. In fact, the
electric field is constant. Thus, for an infinite charged sheet, the electric field is constant and
extends to all space [20].
Now, consider three charged sheets placed in between two conducting plates with an
electrostatic potential bias as shown in Figure 3-6 (a). Let us assume that the charge sheets all
have the same positive surface charge density. Thus, the magnitude of the electric field arising
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Figure 3-6: Schematic of three charge sheets in the interelectrode space. (a) depicts the ordering
of the sheets and sources of the total electric field in each region in between the charge sheets.(b) illustrates the total electric field and the definitions of Ec and SE.
from each sheet has the same constant value, 0.5E,,,,, where Esheet is equal t0 the surface charge
density and any proportionality constants. For example, Esheet = 47rcr in cgs units. Because each
sheet has positive charge, the electric field of each sheet would point to the left for all regions
left of the sheet and would point to the right for all regions right of the sheet. This is illustrated
by the colored arrows in Figure 3-6 (a). Furthermore, an external electric field, with magnitude
Ebackground is applied throughout the region in between the conducting plates due to the potential
bias.
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The total electric field for the region in between the conducting plates is the superposition
of all the different electric field sources. Referencing Figure 3-6 (a), the total electric field for
Region i=1 would be
E,,, = ,,,,,,,, -3 x 0.5 E,,,,,(..3Et0,t'i1 = E,kgroufd -3X*5st (3.3.13)
For Region i =2, the total electric field would be
E,,, =2 = Ebkgru,,+ 0.5E,,, - 2 x 0.5E5 ,1  (3.3.14)
= )))Jkgozd- O- 5 Ese= Ebk,,,, .5 E,h,,
The total electric field in Region i = 3 would be
E,,,j= = Ebkgr,,,,,+ 2 x 0.5E,,, - 0.5Ehe(..5
~ ~O~ shed(3.3.15)
= E,,wk,,r,,+0.-5Eh,
Finally, the total electric field for Region i = 4 would be
E,,, i 4 = Ekg,,,,,d+3x 0.5Eh, (3.3.16)
The total electric field in each region is illustrated in Figure 3-6 (b). Notice that total electric
field is discrete and increases by a constant amount after encountering a charged sheet. An
alternative way to view this problem would be to define the total electric field at Region i =1,
which is the electric field at the cathode as E, and the discrete constant electric field jumps as
SE. In doing so, the electric field in each region can be described by
E,0,(i) = E, + (i-1) x SE (3.3.17)
This is also shown in Figure 3-6 (b). Eq. (3.3.17) provides the basis to solve for the total electric
field given a distribution of charged sheets.
Referring to Eq. (3.1.22), the electric field at each charged sheet position must be known
in order to move the charged sheets forward in time. To find this quantity, the charged sheets are
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first sorted according to position in ascending order. Then, Eq. (3.3.17) can be used to describe
the electric field. In dimensionless form, Eq. (3.3.17) is
E(i) = E, + (i-1) x SE (3.3.18)
where index i runs from 1 to (N, + 1) and corresponds to the space between the charged sheets,
E, is the dimensionless electric field at the cathode, and SE is the dimensionless magnitude of
the electric field jump from one side of the charged sheet to the other because of the presence of
the charged sheet. For example, the space between the first charged sheet (at location 2^) and the
boundary ^ =0 would correspond to E(i =1) = E, and the space between the second charged
sheet (at location 2 ) and the first charged sheet (at location z^) would correspond to
E(i =2) = E, + SE. This is illustrated in Figure 3-6.
The quantity SE is found by considering the ID version of Eq. (3.1.21)
d 2z0 d do) d 4.Nf-
- =- - =- -n (3.3.19)
d d! d4 dE 9
which can be integrated and scaled to find SE
SE = - f hdi (3.3.20)
Np 90
Note that this quantity does not change once the number of macroparticles is set. In other words,
SZ is constant throughout the simulation.
To find E , the ID version of Eq. (3.1.20) is used
$= - (3.3.21)
which can be integrated to be
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Notice that Eq. (3.3.22) clearly demonstrates that the area bounded by the electric field and the z
- axis is always a constant value independent of the normalized cathode temperature. Figure 3-3
(b) illustrates this feature. Because the electric field is discrete, the integration can be evaluated
using the following sum
E d =E x 2+ Z(L +jx3)(+,1 - 2)+( +N, x Z )(1-N)
0
N-1 (3.3.23)
=E+ I (jx8Z 2,-Z-)+(N x8Z 1)(-N
j=1
where 2 is the location of the j' charged sheet. Solving for Z,
N -1
E= - (jx SZ)(. - ,)-(NP x 8E)(i- - (3.3.24)
j=1
where use has been made of Eq. (3.3.22). Note that each time step ZP will change because the
positions of the charged sheets will change at each time step. As a side note, recall that Ec
should be zero for the space-charge-limited regime.
The electric field at the charged sheets' position is assumed to be the average of the
electric fields found immediately adjacent to the charged sheet. In other words,
E()2 = [# (j -1E+ c+j3Ej (3.3.25)
= +( j -(1 / 2)5E
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3.3.1.3 Leapfrog
Once the electric field at each charged sheet position is known, the equation of motion for the
charged sheet, Eq. (3.1.22), or the dimensionless version, Eq. (3.1.23), can be integrated twice to
find the new positions of the charge sheets. This integration is achieved through the leapfrog-
scheme, which is an explicit multistep numeric scheme that is second-order accurate and quite
stable [5, 21]. Eq. (3.1.23) is first integrated to yield the velocity
i(i+ 0.5Ai) = (F - 0.5Ai)- E x AF (3.3.26)
Eq. (3.3.26) is then integrated to find the position
i(I+ A)= (i)+ (I+ 0.5AI) x Ai (3.3.27)
where AF is the dimensionless time step of the integration. Thus, as shown by Eqs. (3.3.26) and
(3.3.27), the leapfrog scheme results in the velocity and position being offset from one another
by a half time step [5].
3.3.1.4 Remjection
The particle boundary condition at the cathode is unknown because the interface problem
between the quantum mechanical flow of electrons inside the solid material and the classical
flow of electrons in the cathode vacuum has yet to be solved. Thus, it is proposed that an
appropriate particle boundary condition be to maintain the phase space throughout the
simulation. In order to do so, the beginning part of the beam would be reloaded at each time step.
The simulation parameter zcutoff , which is unique for each Te, defines the position up to which
the beam will be reloaded. So, the macroparticles' positions and velocities are saved for the
subsequent calculation only for those macroparticles whose position is greater than zcutoff and
less than 1. All other macroparticles are reloaded between 0 and zcutoff using the same loading
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techniques described in §3.3.1.1 except that the limits for the integration of Eq. (3.3.1) are from 0
to zcutoff and sum defined in Eq. (3.3.2) is from I to Nc,,,ff, the number of grid cells between 0
and zcutoff . Note that this reinjection scheme conserves the number of particles throughout the
simulation.
To evaluate zcutoff the following equation is solved numerically
V(zcutoff)-0 gff f(zcutoff) =0 (3.3.28)
where 05g is a simulation control parameter set by the user. In essence, zcutoff is the location
at which a fixed maximum bound of the negative tail of the velocity Gaussian distribution, which
is controlled by 0,g , is equal to zero. Thus, this ensures that the most of the macroparticles
which have passed zcutoff move forward toward the collector because the majority of them will
have positive velocities if 0gOff is set correctly. Typically, ac, is chosen between 5 to 10 in
the simulations.
3.3.1.5 Post-Process Results
The results are calculated and plotted on bin grid points, which may or may not correspond to the
cell grid points used in the simulation. At each bin grid point, the sample area, of fixed width
Azbf,, is allowed to shift in position in order to best capture the macroparticles that would result
in the correct calculation. The optimum position of the sample area is found by using the Mean
Value Theorem for Integrals [22] stated below
If f is continuous on [a, b], then there is a number c between a and b such that
b1 r. (3.3.29)
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The number c is already known; it is equal to the bin grid points. What we need to find is the
interval [a, b]. Note that, because the sample area is of fixed width, b = a + Ab,, and
(b- a) = Ab,,. Thus, only the value of a is unknown at each bin grid point. a,, the value of a at
the i'h bin grid point, is found by solving the following equation numerically
a,+Aib,. f(-) d- =0 (3.3.30)
where the integral and f(4,n ,) is evaluated using the theoretical fluid values.
With the optimum position of the sample area located for each bin grid point, the
simulated electric field at each bin grid point is found by averaging over all of the electric fields
(Eq. (3.3.25)) for the macroparticles that lie in the sample area Similarly, the simulated fluid
velocity at each bin grid point is found by averaging over all of the velocities (Eq. (3.3.26)) for
the macroparticles that lie in the sample area. The simulation temperature at the bin grid points is
found by taking the variance of the velocities for the macroparticles that lie in the sample area
Once the electric field is known at the bin grid points, the electrostatic potential and
equilibrium density can be found using these simulated values. The electrostatic potential is
found by integrating the ID version of Eq. (3.1.20),
=-fEds (3.3.31)
The equilibrium density is found by differentiating the ID version of Eq. (3.1.21),
-9d
n = - d(3.3.32)
To increase the accuracy of the differentiation, the following second order finite difference
scheme is used
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dE E( - +A.bf)-E((-)-bi) (3.3.33)
dz 2Ab
3.4 Simulation Results
Three cases are simulated using the ATCL1D code. Table 3.1 presents the simulation control
parameters for each case. As shown, beams at dimensionless cathode temperatures of 0.1, 0.01,
and 0.001 are simulated.
Case fT j ntime NP ncell nbin 0uf
1 0.1 2.6055 1 2x 105  2x 106  100 150 8
2 0.01 1.4886 1 2x 105  2x 106  200 500 8
3 0.001 1.1526 1 2 x 105  2 x 106  500 2500 8
Table 3.2: Simulation control parameters for three simulated beams at normalized cathode
temperatures of TC =0.1, Ti=0.01, and Tf =0.001.
As mentioned previously, f, and J are the normalized cathode temperature and current
density, respectively. tfina describes the total simulation time in dimensionless form. In the
simulation, I, =1 is the length of dimensionless time it takes to for the beam travel through
one transient. ntime is the number of time intervals that i,, is divided into; it is the total
number of time steps that the simulation runs through. N, is the number of macroparticles. ncell
is the total number of grid cells between 0 and 1 for the simulation, and nbin is the total number
of grid cells between 0 and 1 for the post-processing of simulation results. As mentioned
previously, def is the number of standard deviations of the velocity Maxwellian distribution,
which is used to calculate the location of zcutoff , the position up to which the beam will be
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reloaded with the initial distribution. Macroparticles that have z values greater than zcutoff are
allow to propagate until the end of the simulated beam. The set of parameters in Table 3.2 results
in the following derived simulation parameters shown in Table 3.3.
Case AZel i, At zcutoff
1 0.01 0.00667 5 x10- 0.62
2 0.005 0.002 5 x10-6 0.145
3 0.002 0.0004 5 x10- 0.034
Table 3.3: Derived simulation parameters for the three simulated beams.
A is the grid mesh size used in the simulation, and AMs is the grid mesh sized used in
the post-processing of the simulation results. In other words, A4, is the width of the sample
area used in the post-processing of the simulation results. Notice that the grid used during the
simulation is not the same as the grid used in the post-processing of the simulation results in all
three cases. Ai is the time step size. The small time step size was chosen in order to reduce the
error of charged sheets overtaking each other in a single time step [5].
Table 3.4: Maximum percent error
parameters at the final time step.
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Table 3.4 shows the maximum percent error between the simulation and the theory for
various fluid parameters at the final time step for the three cases. As shown, there is great
success at validating the theory for the T = 0.1 case. For this case, the relative errors for all the
fluid parameters are at least less than 10%. The results in Table 3.4 show that it is more difficult
to match the simulation and theoretical values at lower normalized cathode temperatures. This is
mostly due to the fact that at lower cathode temperatures the normalized equilibrium density
becomes more peaked at the beginning of the beam, which leads to fewer particles at the end of
the beam. Therefore, for these cases, there are large statistical fluctuations at the end of the beam.
Greater computational effort (e.g. refined meshes, smaller time step, more particles, etc.) would
be needed to further reduce the error for the T = 0.01 and T = 0.001 cases. In the subsequent
sections, additional results for the fe = 0.1, fc = 0.01, and T = 0.001 cases are presented, which
provide further validation of the ID ATCL theory.
3.4.1 Normalized Cathode Temperature of 0.1
The phase space at the initial and final time step for fc = 0.1 is shown in Figure 3-7. Initially, the
loaded phase space is symmetric about the theoretical fluid velocity. Note that the relatively high
cathode temperature results in a comparatively wide Maxwellian distribution. This wide
distribution results a large calculated zcutoff value of 0.62. Most importantly, as shown in the
phase space at the final time step, the reinjection scheme described in §3.3.1.4 has preserved the
phase space throughout the simulation. Note that the negative velocities have been preserved.














Figure 3-7: Phase space of
theoretical fluid velocity.
f= 0.1 at(a) t=0 and(b) i=tf . The green line represents the
Figure 3-8 illustrates the variation of the normalized equilibrium density in the beam for
f, = 0.1. Note that the range of the equilibrium density is small and that its decay is gradual. As










At the final time step, there are only slight fluctuations in the simulation equilibrium density near
the end of the beam. Figure 3-8 (b) demonstrates that the simulation agrees well with the theory.
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Figure 3-8: Comparison between the theoretical and simulated variation of n throughout the
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Figure 3-9: Comparison between the theoretical and simulated variation of Tn2 (O)/T n2
throughout the beam with T = 0.1 at (a) i= 0 and (b) t= .
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The variation of the parameter Tn2 (O)/Tn 2 is displayed in Figure 3-9. Recall that this
parameter is a measurement of the normalized rms emittance and should be conserved over the
length of the beam. As shown, the initial loading of the beam conserves this quantity throughout
the beam to within a few percent. At the final time step, this quantity is still conserved through
the beam. In fact, the maximum error between the simulation and theory for this parameter is
only 6.31%. This provides validation to the adiabatic equation of state [Eq. (3.1.4)] and the fact
that the normalized rms emittance of any small fluid segment is conserved.
3.4.2 Normalized Cathode Temperature of 0.01
Shown in Figure 3-10 is the phase space at the initial and final time step for T = 0.01. Note that
the loaded beam is initially symmetric about the theoretical fluid velocity. Further, at this
normalized cathode temperature, the Maxwellian distribution is quite narrow. The zcutoff value
at this normalized cathode temperature is 0.145. At the final time step, the phase space is also
symmetric about the theoretical fluid velocity. The maximum percent error for the fluid velocity
of this case is only 0.605%. Therefore, most of the macroparticles have velocities near the
theoretical fluid velocity. This plot demonstrates that the reinjection scheme is able to preserve
the phase space at this temperature.
The normalized equilibrium density for T = 0.01 is illustrated in Figure 3-11 at the
initial and final time steps. Note that, at this normalized cathode temperature, the range of the
equilibrium density increased from the T = 0.1 case. Further, the density decrease is more
dramatic. Initially, the beam is loaded in close agreement to the theory. In the final time step,
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Figure 3-11: Comparison between the theoretical and simulated variation of h throughout the
beam with T =0.01 at (a) i=0 and (b) t= tfil
In Figure 3-12, the variation of Tn2 (O)ITn 2 is shown for T = 0.01. Initially, the
fluctuations of this quantity are fairly small throughout the beam. In the final time step, the
fluctuations of this quantity have increased, but it is still fairly conserved throughout the beam.
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The maximum percent error between the theoretical and simulation value is 21.9%. More
computational effort, such as increasing the number of particles or decreasing the grid mesh size,

























Figure 3-12: Comparison between the theoretical and simulated variation of Tn2(O)/T n 2
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3.4.3 Normalized Cathode Temperature of 0.001
The initial and final phase space for T = 0.001 is shown in Figure 3-13. Initially, the loaded
beam is symmetric about the theoretical fluid velocity. In addition, the Maxwellian distribution is
very narrow. This results in a calculated zcutoff value of 0.034. In the final time step, the
macroparticles' velocities are distributed quite evenly about the theoretical fluid velocity. The
maximum percent error between the theory and the simulation values for the velocity at the final
time step is 0.332%. Again, note that the reinjection scheme has preserved the phase space.
The normalized equilibrium density at the initial and final time steps is illustrated in
Figure 3-14. At T = 0.001, the density spans over a large range and decreases dramatically. As
shown, the beam is initially loaded near the theoretical equilibrium values. There are fluctuations
at the final time step with the maximum percent error between the simulation and theoretical
values as high as 2.93%.
Plots of Tn2 (0)/Ten 2 at the initial and final time steps are shown in Figure 3-15 for
f, = 0.001. To accurately measure the fluid temperature from the simulation, a large number of
bins had to be used. However, the number of macroparticles captured in each bin would decrease
as the number of bins increased, leading to worse statistics. Furthermore, at T = 0.001, most of
the macroparticles are at the beginning of the beam. This is confirmed by the plots of the
equilibrium density. Because only a fraction of the total macroparticles are at the end of the
beam, the quality of the statistics for Tn2 (0)/Ten2 decreases near the end of the beam at both time
steps. The maximum error between the simulation and theoretical value of the parameter at the
final time step is 40.2%. Increasing the number of particles and further refining the mesh would
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Figure 3-15: Comparison between the theoretical and simulated variation of Tn2 (O)/Ten2
throughout the beam with T, = 0.001 at (a) t =0 and (b) t = tfi.
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In summary, the self-consistent simulation has validated the ID ATCL theory. Great
success has been achieved at validating the theory at T = 0.1. As shown in Table 3.1, the
maximum percent errors between the simulation and theory for all the fluid parameters at this
normalized cathode temperature are all small. At T, = 0.01 and T = 0.001, the maximum errors
have increased, but note that they are still relatively small. To further reduce this error, the
simulation parameters will need to be refined. For example, refining the meshes, decreasing the
time step, or increasing the number of particles will all improve the simulation results and reduce
the error.
Furthermore, within the statistical fluctuations, the simulation results illustrated in Figure
3-9, Figure 3-12, and Figure 3-15 show that the quantity Tn2(0)/Tn2 is conserved throughout the
beam. These simulation results provide validation to the use of the adiabatic equation of state Eq.
(3.1.4) or (3.1.6), and confirm that the normalized rms thermal emittance of any small fluid




Two-Dimensional Adiabatic Thermal Child-
Langmuir Flows
A strategy for the extension of the one-dimensional adiabatic thermal Child-Langmuir flow
theory into two dimensions is presented. Preliminary simulation results are discussed.
4.1 Theory
Let us consider a steady-state axisymmetric flow about the z - axis between two conducting
surfaces SIand S2, with SI intersecting the z - axis at z =0 and S2 intersecting the z - axis at
z = d, subjected to a potential bias and finite temperature profile, as illustrated in Figure 4-1. The
following assumptions are imposed:
a) The emitting surface at z = 0 is held at a constant temperature of T(0)= T;
b) The flow is space-charge-limited so that the electric field vanishes at the emitting plate;
c) The flow is non-relativistic;
d) Effects of the self-generated magnetic field are negligibly small; and
e) Effects of the fluid shear stresses are negligibly small.
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Figure 4-1: Schematic of steady-state 2D ATCL flow between two axisymmetric plates. Note
that the plates shown are just a depiction. The shapes of the plates are not limited to the geometry
depicted in the figure. The only constraint applied to the plates is that they be axisymmetric.












where n, V, #, p, and T are the equilibrium density, flow velocity, electrostatic potential,
pressure, temperature, respectively. kB is the Boltzmann constant, and m and q are,
respectively, the rest mass and charge of the charged particle.
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Equation (4.1.1) is the equation of motion. The equation of continuity for one species is
described by Eq. (4.1.2). Equation (4.1.3) is Poisson's equation, which can be derived from
Maxwell's equations under electrostatic conditions. Equation (4.1.4) is the generalized stress
tensor. However, Eqs. (4.1.1)-(4.1.4) constitute an incomplete set of equations. An equation or
equations of state are needed to close this set of equations. To date, a 2D adiabatic equation or
equations of state are unknown. Thus, it is proposed that a 2D computer simulation be performed
in order to gain further insight into what these adiabatic equations of state might be.
4.2 Simulation Model
Figure 4-2 illustrates the boundaries and boundary conditions used in the computer simulation.
Notice that as a simplification only the 2D slab shown is simulated. Because the conditions on
the right and left side boundaries are not explicitly known, the extent of the left and right
boundaries is chosen to extend far from away from the beam so that any arbitrary boundary
condition that is applied there will not affect the field at the beam. In the simulation, the right and
left sides is chosen to extend to twice the distance from the cathode and the anode with Neumann
boundary conditions applied on both sides.
The case we selected to perform preliminary simulations and analysis is a beam with a
dimensionless half beam width of 0.25 and dimensionless cathode temperature of 0.001. The
dimensionless half beam width and cathode temperature are defined in the subsequent section.
A MATLAB code, named Two-Dimensional Adiabatic Thermal Child-Langmuir Particle-
in-Cell (ATCL2D), has been developed in order to implement preliminary simulations and
investigations of 2D ATCL flows. This MATLAB code consists of three separate files (pre-
processing, simulation, and post-processing) in order to run the entire simulation.
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Figure 4-2: 2D computer simulation schematic. The cathode surface is held at a constant
electrostatic potential of 0, and the anode surface is held at a constant electrostatic potential of
(Dd. A Neumann boundary condition is applied to both the left and right sides.
The MATLAB codes are provided in Appendix D. The simulation model and algorithms
implemented in the ATCL2D_PIC code are discussed in subsequent sections. However, a
discussion of the normalization of the relevant equations will be given first.
4.2.1 Nondimensionalization
It is useful to scale the relevant equations with respect to the cold beam values. Note that many
of these scales are the same ones used in §3.1.1. They will be reproduced here for convenience.
The following dimensionless scales are used:
_ V = d2A 2 , _ d (4.2.2)
(D ~ CL JCL d d d
-= d V =-dV (4.2.2)
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V = =V(4.2.3)
M 2 )1/2 1/
(4.2.4)
qgod -q(d
Y =(9M V (4.2.s)
= =JZL (4.2.6)
CL




where d is the distance between the cathode and the anode, xb is the half-beam width, 4 d is the
electrostatic potential at the anode, i.e. (d = $(0,d), T is the cathode temperature, and JcL is the
Child-Langm uir cold beam current density, i.e. 
JcL = q4 j 7n 3 ( -3/2
97rqd2  mc2)
As shown in §3.1.1, the normalized electric field, Poisson's equation, and equation of
motion for a particle are





Note that magnetic field forces have been neglected in Eq. (4.2.13).
4.2.2 Particle-in-Cell
The simulation of a 2D beam is achieved by using the particle-in-cell (PIC) method. In the PIC
method, a mathematical grid, or mesh, is superimposed over all the macroparticles. The charge
of each macroparticle is first weighted onto the grid. In doing so, the equilibrium density will be
known on the grid points. Then, a finite difference field solver can be applied to solve Poisson's
equation to determine the electrostatic potential on the grid points. The electric field on the grid
points is then found using these electrostatic potential values. These electric field grid values are
then weighted to each macroparticle so that the equation of motion for the macroparticles can be
integrated and new positions of the macroparticles found. Finally, any macroparticles that exit
the simulation boundary must be replaced with a reinjection scheme. Then, the cycle repeats for
a set amount of time steps [5]. This series of steps is illustrated by the simulation loop in Figure
4-3.
Figure 4-3 also shows that before the simulation loop is executed, the simulation
boundary is meshed and the beam is initially loaded. After the simulation loop is executed, the
simulation results are post-processed. In the meshing stage, a grid is applied to the simulation
boundary. In the loading stage, initial positions and velocities of the macroparticles are assigned.
In the post-processing stage, illustrative plots and simulation values are obtained and analyzed.




Figure 4-3: 2D simulation model. The simulation loop, which implements the PIC algorithm,
consists of a weighting scheme from the macroparticles to the grid, a field solver, a weighting
scheme from the grid to the macroparticles, a leapfrog scheme, and a reinjection scheme.
4.2.2.1 Mesh
The simulation boundary is meshed with a rectangular grid with simulation control parameters
Ai and A2. Of note is the fact that the curved Pierce gun boundaries shown in Figure 4-2 are
approximated by a staircase boundary when the mesh is applied. If Ak and A2 are small, the
error associated with this will be small. Once the simulation boundary is meshed, the interior
grid points are determined.
Because most of the interesting physics happens at the beginning of the beam, a mesh
refinement is applied for 0 s s 0.2. In this region, which we shall denote as Region I, the set
A2 is reduced by 2. In other words, AiRegion I = O 5 ARegion II . (The A2 that is set by the user is
applied in Region II where Z> 0.2). Figure 4-4 illustrates the staircase approximation of the
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simulation boundary and mesh refinement for Ai = 0.25 and M = 0.1. In general, further mesh
refinement is required. The present code only allows for one level of mesh refinement.
0-
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Figure 4-4: Mesh of simulation boundary for A= 0.25 and M 0. 1. The grey line shows the
original simulation boundary using the Pierce gun solution. The blue line is the staircase
approximation of the simulation boundary, which defines the boundary used in the computer
simulation. The pink dots are the interior grid points. As observed in the figure, the mesh is
refined in the z direction in Region I.
4.2.2.2 Loading
To date, no theory exists to describe the equilibrium density of an ATCL flow in 2D. However, it
is known that space-charge-dominated beams are characterized by a relatively flat equilibrium
density over the core of the beam which then falls to zero in a few Debye lengths [2]. Therefore,
to achieve as quiet a start as possible, the equilibrium density is estimated to follow the ID
theory on the beam axis and taper at the beam edges. As a side note, it is important to remember
that at equilibrium, the beam will not remember the profile that was loaded initially. However, if
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the loaded profile is far from equilibrium, it will take much more computational effort to reach
equilibrium than for a loaded profile that is close to equilibrium values.
In order to load the beam initially, we make certain estimates of the distribution function
of the beam. In particular, it is assumed that the 1 D ATCL flow theory is applicable along the z -
axis. Thus, the fluid velocity on the z -axis is
V,(0,i) = 0 (4.2.14)
# (0, )= V(0,F)+3f + [(0,^)((0,)+6f) ] (4.2.15)
This results in an equilibrium density of
(0,2) - (0,) _ (0,1) (4.2.16)
#O (0,f) ,) + 3T, + [0(0, Z)(0(0, f) + 6T,
which can be inserted into Eq. (4.2.12) to obtain the following Poisson equation
a2 (OZ) 4,2 Z (0, Z)
ai2  9 # f)+3T1 + #(0,2) ((0,)+ A 12 (4.2.17)
where a2o/a. is ignored. The boundary conditions for Eq. are
(4.2.17)
$(0,0)=0=(0,0) and 0(0,1)=1 (4.2.18)
az
The parallel temperature along the beam axis is estimated by assuming that the square of
the normalized rms longitudinal thermal emittance of a small fluid segment, which is
proportional to 7(0, z) / n2(0,z), is conserved on the beam axis [Eq. (3.1.6)]. Thus, the
normalized parallel temperature along the beam axis is
1(0 2 h(Oj)2 = z n z(0,2)2  (4.2.19)
n(0,0) Z
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as demonstrated in §3.1.1.
The tapering of the equilibrium density in the transverse direction is estimated to vary as







= - q ( ) ]112 (4.2.22)d 4x7q 2n(0, z)
9 ]/
4-j2 n(0, 2)
where AD is the thermal Debye length as defined in [3]. The Debye length is a typical length
scale of the shielding distance to applied electric potentials of neutral and nonneutral plasmas




#(0,f)+3T + # )(0,)(#(0, z) + 6T)]e
where use has been made of Eq. (4.2.16). Figure 4-5 illustrates the estimated normalized
equilibrium density for the dimensionless cathode temperature of 0.001 and half-beam width of
0.25.
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With Eq. (4.2.23), we can now determine how to load a total number of macroparticles,
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Figure 4-5: Plot of n(x,2) using Eq. (4.2.23) for T = 0.001 and Lb = 0.25.




1 bdyf f n-6d
0 m
(4.2.24)
where xbdy is the extent of the simulation boundary. As shown in Figure 4-3, xbdy = xb + 2d.
Thus, defining Xb, xbd,/d , the normalized simulation boundary would be Lbd,= Lb+2.
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The z direction distribution is found by solving, numerically, the following equation for
parameter riz
Nz Xbdi,




where Nz is the total number of grid cells between 0 and 1 in z direction and is determined
dy
from Eq. (4.2.24). Note that for a uniform mesh, Afi is A2, a constant. Eq. (4.2.25) discretizes
the theoretical equilibrium density in the axial direction and provides a method to find the best
axial location in which the equilibrium density is evaluated such that the total charge is still equal
to the analytical estimate value. In the x direction, the parameter r7x is set to 0.5.
Therefore, in Cell (i, j), the local dimensionless charge is
dQ -(i Aij))= (2,,i) (4.2.26)
where
i = (i - 1)Ai, -Xbdy+ 1,A (4.2.27)
ij = (j-1)Aj1 +r; Ai, (4.2.28)
And the number of particles for Cell (i, j) is determined by
dQ
dj)
Nceu(ij) = Nearest Integer of N, Cell(ij) (4.2.29)
dQ
dj
In such a presentation, there is an error in the total dimensionless charge because the sum of the
number of macroparticles may differ slightly from N,. If N, is large, the relative error will be
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small. Due to this discrepancy, N, is updated to equal the number of macroparticles that are
initially loaded into the simulation.
j ~i =1-i=N,
j=N
Figure 4-6: Loading parameters diagram. The red box shown is the loading box where loading
algorithm is implemented. Although the loading box extends outside of the simulation boundary
shown by the blue line, the estimated equilibrium density, Eq. (4.2.23), decays quickly to zero
for T = 0.001 and 2b=0.25.
Shown in Figure 4-6 are the indices definitions and loading box for the loading
algorithm. Although the loading box extends beyond the simulation boundary, the estimated
equilibrium density, Eq. (4.2.23), decays quickly to zero for T, = 0.001 and Xb = 0.25 . Thus, for
those regions within the loading box but outside the simulation boundary, the equilibrium density
should be either zero or very close to it so that the loading algorithm would determine that either
zero particles or very few particles are loaded in those regions. Furthermore, the weighting
scheme implemented in the next step in the simulation loop will check whether the
macroparticles are within the simulation boundary. For the macroparticles that are outside the
simulation boundary, they will be reinjected back within the.simulation boundary near z =0.
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Uniform random number generators are used to determine the position (X^, j) of each
macroparticle in Cell (i j). The bounds, a and b, of the uniform random number generators
are adjusted for each cell. To explain, for Cell (i, j), the bounds for the uniform random number
generator in the x direction would be as = (i-1) x A., and b = i x Ai. In the z direction, the
bounds of the uniform random number generator are aZJ = (j-1) x Azi and b = jx Afy .
Like the ID case, the initial velocities of the macroparticles are determined using the
Maxwellian velocity distribution. As shown in §3.3.1.1, the Gaussian distribution is equal to the
Maxwellian velocity distribution when the normalized standard deviation is equal to
a = Tv2 (4.2.30)
where 63, the normalized standard deviation, is defined as
-11/2
/ = o m (4.2.31)
Normalized Gaussian distribution random number generators are used to determine the
initial velocity components in the x and z directions. Again, because the equilibrium values of
the beam are unknown, the following estimates of the velocity values are used to load the beam.
In the x direction, the mean and standard deviation of the normalized Gaussian
distribution random number generator used to obtain the velocity component are
(2) (4.2.32)
j( ,) = f2 (4.2.33)
where use has been made of Eq. (4.2.30). The mean and standard deviation of the normalized
Gaussian distribution random number generator used to determine the z component of velocity
are
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(,= 9/0(0,?)= f(0,^)+3T + [O(O,i)( (O,i)+6f) (4.2.34)
( =0 ,(Oi)I2 (4.2.35)
where use has been made of Eq. (4.2.19). Notice that the x component of velocity is initially
loaded throughout the entire beam with the value that it has at the cathode. In the z direction, the
mean of the normalized Gaussian distribution is equal to the local theoretical fluid velocity at the
beam axis, and the standard deviation is equal to the square root of the local theoretical fluid
temperature at the beam axis. Note that both the mean and the standard deviation are independent
of x.
4.2.2.3 Weighting: Macroparticles to Grid
With the initial positions of the macroparticles known, the equilibrium density can be found at
the grid points. To determine the equilibrium density at the grid points from the macroparticles'
positions, an area weighting technique is used to linearly-weight the macroparticles' charges.




N - i (4.2.36)
where use has been made of Eq. (4.2.24). The area weighting technique is illustrated in Figure
4-7.
For every macroparticle, its position relative to the grid points of the cell within which it
resides is used to split the cell into the four colored areas shown in Figure 4-7. Then, the ratio of
the subdivided area and the total cell area Ace = AA is used to weight the dimensionless
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charge of the macroparticle. This fraction of the dimensionless charge is then assigned to the grid
point at the opposite corner of the cell as shown in Figure 4-7.
k k+1
Figure 4-7: PIC area weighting technique in two dimensions for a Cartesian coordinate system.
The fraction of the subdivided areas over the total area A = AiA2 is used to weight the
dimensionless charge of the macroparticle, which is assigned to the opposing corner of the cell.
For example, the red area is assigned to the red grid point, the blue area to the blue grid point,
etc.
For example, (A,,d/A,,,,)QE is assigned to the red grid point, and (Ab,,/A,,,,) QE is assigned to
the blue grid point. The assignment is to the grid point at the opposite corner because the
macroparticle is actually either closer to or farther away from the opposing corner. To explain,
the macroparticle in Figure 4-7 is closer to the red point so more dimensionless charge
(represented by the red area) is assigned there. On the other hand, the macroparticle is far from
the green point so less dimensionless charge is assigned at that grid point.
The total dimensionless charge assigned to each grid point is then the sum of all the
contributions of the macroparticles in the four cells surrounding the grid point.
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4.2.2.4 Field Solver
With the equilibrium density known at the grid points, a finite-difference scheme can be used to
solve Poisson's equation for the electrostatic potential at the grid points. The electric field on the
grid points is then found by taking a gradient of the electrostatic potential.
Consider the following general Poisson's equation
V 2 u= p (4.2.37)
where p is a function which depends only on spatial variables [23]. In our case, it is obvious that





It can be derived [21, 24] that the finite-difference approximation for a nonuniform mesh to Eq.
(4.2.38) is
2 uij- - I1+ A )uj + (A,)ui~~
2 2
uj - 2u 1 +u  2i [
- =Lp.j. (4.2.39)
(AX)2 (AZ1 )2 +(AZI)(A-72) 1(..9
AX AZ
where u1 1 represents an approximation to u(x, zj) at the grid points and Ax, A 1, and AZ2 are
defined as shown in Figure 4-8. The derivation of Eq. (4.2.39) is provided in Appendix A. Notice
that when Az1 = AZ2 = Az, Eq. (4.2.39) reduces to the familiar form









Figure 4-8: The 5-point stencil for the Laplacian about the point (i, j).
Applying Eq. (4.2.39) for total of m interior grid points will result in a system of
equations that can be written in matrix form Ax = b. Matrix A is a m x m sparse (many of its
elements are zero) matrix whose structure depends on the ordering of unknowns. In essence, it
captures the implied relationships between the unknowns in the left hand side of Eq. (4.2.39). x
is a m x 1 vector of the unknowns that we are trying to solve for. In our case, it is a vector of the
normalized electrostatic potential, 5, on the interior grid points. b is also a m x 1 vector which
consists of the right hand side of Eq. (4.2.39) and any boundary conditions [21].
For a Dirichlet boundary condition, the value of the point that lies on the boundary is
known. For example, consider that the point shown in Figure 4-8 is at the edge of the interior
grid points of the simulation with a Dirichlet boundary condition applied at the top point. In
other words, ui, = A = constant . Applying Eq. (4.2.39) to this point results in
____________2[u 1 ~j -Rn
uiu-2uu + 2[ _ - puia 2a A+ =. 2a  (4.2.41)
AX AZ AZ
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Notice that the Dirichlet boundary condition eliminated one of the unknowns and is moved to the
right hand side of the equation.
Consider a Neumann boundary condition applied on the right side of a boundary at x = a,
described by the equation below
au C, = constant (4.2.42)
ax x=a
Equation (4.2.42) can be approximated by
au uge, -- ' = C (4.2.43)
ax x=a 2Ax
Solving for ui,
ui+, = 2AxC + u_ (4.2.44)
Note that this point is outside of our grid of interior grid points. Substituting Eq. (4.2.44) into Eq.
(4.2.39) results in
2[u,_ -u, ] + 2[u ,_ -#lu,, +au +] 2AxC,
AX .+AZ .= pj . -'& (4.2.45 )AX AZ '' AX
Again, notice that the boundary condition resulted in the elimination of one of the unknowns and
the value of the boundary condition is moved to the right hand side of the equation. A similar
method is used for a Neumann boundary condition applied on the left side of a boundary at
x=b:
au ul, -u b ' = C2 = constant (4.2.46)
ax x=b 2Ax
ui 1I = u 2AxC 2  (4.2.47)
2[u,+, -uj] 2u,i -#fPu, +au, '] 2AxC 2
AX= p + AX(4.2.48)
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To demonstrate the application of these concepts, consider the following example
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Figure 4-9: Diagram of the example problem.
The objective is to find the normalized electrostatic potential on the marked grid points
subject to a known equilibrium density on the grid points and boundary conditions shown in the
figure. Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied to the top and bottom boundaries, and
Neumann boundary conditions are applied to the right and left boundaries. Because there is no
change of A throughout the mesh, the simplified finite-difference expression, Eq. (4.2.40), can
be used. Applying Eq. (4.2.40) to each interior grid point results in the following system of
equations:
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(A)2 [-2 , +0 4 ]+(AX)2 [-21 + 2 (Aj) 2 (A)2 1
(A)2 [-2 2 + 05 + (A)2 [0 - 22 + 3 (M)2 ()2 P2
()2 [-203 + 46 + (Ai) 2 [ 2 - 23] = ()2 ()2 P3
(A)2[ -204 +0 7 ]+(A)2 +-2 4 5+ =5 (A) 2 (A2) 2 p4
(A)2[ -20 + +(k) 2 [-205 + 18 (Ai)2 (A) 2 p5
()2 [s -20 8 ]+(Ai) 2[ 7 - 28 + 09 (A) 2 () 2 P8





- (0)2A (AM)2 - (0)(Aj) 2
- (0)2Ak(A2) 2
- (0)2Ai(Aj) 2 2 ()(Ak)2
4VF
Recall that p, = 9 ni. Notice the application of the Dirichlet boundary conditions for
Points 1, 4, 7, 3, 6, and 9; the Neumann left boundary condition for Points 1, 2, and 3; and the
Neumann right boundary condition for Points 7, 8, and 9. In matrix form, the system of equations






























where K = (M) 2 , )' = ()2)2 and 4 = -2 [(Aj)2 + (A)2 ]. As stated previously and shown in Eq.
(4.2.50), matrix A is sparse and consists of the interrelationships between the unknowns. Notice
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that the rows of matrix A are adjusted to account for the boundary conditions for all the points
whose stencil extends to the boundary. Vector b consists of p and the value of the boundary
conditions.
0.5 -
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Figure 4-10: Numbering of the unknowns for a mesh
0 - ! 0.2 and k =0.1 for 2>0.2. The unknowns
grid points.
1 2 3
with Ai= 0.25 and A = 0.05 for
are the electrostatic potential at the interior
Returning to the problem at hand, the ordering of the unknowns is shown in Figure 4-10
for a mesh of Ai= 0.25 and Ai =0.05 for 0 2 : 0.2 and Ai = 0.1 for 2>0.2. For this
particular mesh, there are 147 interior grid points. Because the boundary is not rectangular, great
care must be taken so that matrix A is created correctly. As shown in Figure 4-11, matrix A is
similar but not exactly identical to the traditional tridiagonal matrix.
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nz = 65
Figure 4-11: Sparsity pattern of matrix A. There are 655 nonzero elements.
Now that the problem has been cast into matrix form, Ax = b, there are several iterative
methods available to solve for the unknown vector x. One of these methods is successive
overrelaxation (SOR). This method was chosen because of its fast rate of convergence. As shown
in [21], SOR involves first splitting matrix A into two m x m matrices such that
A=M-N (4.2.51)
Substituting this into Ax = b results in an iterative method that can be used to solve for x
Mx jk+ = NxIk] + b (4.2.52)
At each iteration step k, x kI is known and the next iteration x[k+11 is found by solving Eq.
(4.2.52). The hope is that the split is done in such a way that Eq. (4.2.52) is much easier to solve
using M than the original matrix A. With A = D - L - U, where D is the diagonal of A, L is
the lower triangular part, and U is the upper triangular part, the M and N matrices for SOR are
defined as
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1 1M = -(D-- L) N = -- ((1- o)D+ oU) (4.2.53)
CL) (0
where o is a scalar parameter. For convergence, 0 < o <2 and the optimum o for the highest
rate of convergence for the Poisson problem can be found from
2
O)m = 2 2 - 21ch (4.2.54)
"" 1+sin(rh)
where h is the grid spacing and 7rh <1. In the ATCL2D code, h is chosen as the maximum
grid spacing.
4.2.2.5 Weighting: Field Grid Values to Macroparticles
The reverse process of the technique described in §4.2.2.3 is used to interpolate the electric field
at the grid points to the macroparticle's position. Referring to Figure 4-7, the electric field at the
macroparticle is the electric field at the various colored grid points weighted with their respective
colored areas. In other words, the electric field at the macroparticle is
(,)= AblueEk, +AredEk+l, ,+AyeowEk+ 1+1 +Age,,Ek, 1+1 (4.2.55)
cell
4.2.2.6 Leapfrog
The leapfrog method described in §3.3.1.3 is also implemented for the 2D case. As noted in
§3.3.1.3, leapfrog is an explicit second-order accurate numeric scheme that offsets the velocity
and position of a macroparticle by half a time step [5]. The normalized equation of motion, Eq.
(4.2.13), is integrated twice, as shown below, to find the velocity and position.
f +A-ZxA (4.2.56)
f(0.5Ax (4.2.57)
where Ai is the dimensionless time step of the integration.
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4.2.2.7 Reinjection
As noted in §3.3.1.4, the interface problem between the quantum mechanical flow of electrons
inside the solid material and the classical flow of electrons in the cathode vacuum has yet to be
solved. Therefore, it is proposed that the particle boundary condition be that the initial phase
space near the cathode is maintained throughout the simulation. In order to achieve this, the
beginning section of the beam will be reloaded at each time step using the techniques described
in §4.2.2.2 while the rest of the beam is allowed to propagate. In this particular reinjection
scheme, the total number of macroparticles is conserved throughout the simulation.
A simulation control parameter zcutoff , which is set by the user, is used to define the
location up to which the beam will be reloaded. All macroparticles' position and velocities are
saved for the subsequent calculation for those macroparticles whose position satisfies the criteria
zcutoff < ^ <1. All other macroparticles are reloaded between 0 and zcutoff .
Let us define the number of macroparticles that need to be reloaded as N,,,,,,.. The
reloaded macroparticles' distribution is determined by scaling the initial loaded distribution from
z =0 to ^ = zcutoff with Na ree and rounding the result. This method can result in a
discrepancy between the actual number of macroparticles that are loaded and N, ,c,. Thus, a
correction is implemented in which the loaded number of particles are uniformly depressed or
accumulated depending on if the loaded number of macroparticles is greater than or less than
N replace
The initial positions and velocities of the macroparticles are determined using the
techniques outlined in §4.2.2.2.
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4.2.2.8 Post-Process Results
Results from the simulation are analyzed and several fluid values are obtained on the grid points.
Furthermore, illustrative plots are generated. By virtue of the weighting and field solver, the
normalized equilibrium density, electrostatic potential, and electric field are all known from the
simulation. In order to find the velocity and temperature on the grid points, a sample area, of
arbitrary height and width, is used to sample the macroparticles. The optimum size of the sample
area has yet to be determined for each parameter, but it is known that when obtaining the I;
values, it must have a small height and large width.
At the grid points, the mean of the velocity components of the macroparticles within the
sample area is assigned to the grid points. The temperature at the grid points is obtained by
taking the variance of the macroparticles' velocity components of the macroparticles that lie in
the sample area.
4.3 Preliminary Simulation Results
For the purpose of illustration, we discuss one simulation case using the ATCL2D code. It is
important to stress that the results from this simulated case are preliminary at best. Further
investigation is required to completely validate the 2D simulation results.
Table 4.1 shows the simulation control parameters for the simulated beam.
T j N no. transits Ai xb zcutoff A Regioni
0.001 1.15 460800* 2 0.003535 0.25 0.015625 0.025 0.0125
Table 4.1: Simulation control parameters for a simulated 2D beam
* Due to rounding errors, the actual number of particles loaded is 461210.
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As noted previously, T is the normalized cathode temperature, and J is the normalized current
density. N, is the number of macroparticles. no. transits is the number of transits that the beam
is simulated through. This corresponds to a total number of time steps of 1200 for the simulation.
Ai is the dimensionless time step. The derivation of the number of time steps and Ai is from
the cold beam theory and is presented in Appendix B. xb is the dimensionless half beam width,
and Ak is the normalized grid size in the x direction. zcutoff is the position up to which the
beam is reloaded with the initial distribution. Macroparticles beyond zcutoff are allowed to
propagate forward. A Region I and AZRegionH are the normalized grid step sizes in the z direction
for Region I and Region II, respectively. Recall that the bounds for Region I is 0 < 0.2, and
the bounds for Region II is ^ > 0.2.
The initial and final i vs. phase space and iV vs. . phase space are shown in Figure
4-12 and Figure 4-13, respectively. Notice that the initial velocities in the z direction of the
beam are symmetrical about the ID fluid velocity as shown in Figure 4-12 (a). Recall that the
beam is initially loaded with a Gaussian distribution of zero mean velocity in the x direction and
standard deviation equal to the square root of the normalized cathode temperature. This is
illustrated in Figure 4-13 (a). In the final time step, the z component of velocity is no longer
symmetric to the ID theory as shown in Figure 4-12 (b). This is due to the beam expansion,
which is clearly illustrated in Figure 4-13 (b). From Figure 4-13 (b), it is apparent that the beam
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Figure 4-13: v, vs. x phase space at (a) i= 0 and (b) t=tfinal
The normalized equipotentials at t= 0 and t = fin, are shown in Figure 4-14 and Figure
4-15, respectively. As shown at both time steps, the normalized equipotentials, unlike the Pierce





especially apparent near the cathode as shown in Figure 4-14 (b) and Figure 4-15 (b). The
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Figure 4-14: Normalized equipotential lines for the 2D slab at t= 0. (a) shows the normalized
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Figure 4-15: Normalized equipotential lines for the 2D slab at i= It, . (a) shows the normalized
equipotential lines for the entire geometry. (b) illustrates the normalized equipotential lines near
the cathode.
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immediate beam expansion. These figures suggest that one way of countering the initial beam
expansion may be to shape the cathode in such a way so that the equipotentials become as
straight as possible across the beam.
The normalized equilibrium density is illustrated in Figure 4-16, Figure 4-17, and Figure
4-18. At the beam axis, the beam is initially loaded near the 2D estimate as shown in Figure 4-16
(a). (The 2D estimate follows the ID theory at the beam axis.) At the final time step, the
normalized equilibrium density at the beginning of the beam has dropped significantly from the
initial loading value at the beam axis as illustrated in Figure 4-16 (b). This is a result of the beam
expansion.
The initial transverse loading at several specific locations along the beam axis is
illustrated in Figure 4-17. Note the loading scheme described in §4.2.2.2 is quite successful at
loading the beam according to the 2D estimate. Shown in Figure 4-18 is the averaged transverse
equilibrium density over the final transit (i.e. from t = 600 to i = 1200 ) at these specific
locations along the beam axis. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the simulation
data over this time interval. Near the beginning of the beam (2 = 0.1), there is a slight expansion
of the beam. The simulation equilibrium density values nearly follow the 2D estimate as shown
in Figure 4-18 (a). At the middle of the beam (2= 0.5), the beam has expanded from the 2D
estimate, resulting in a wider beam and lower value of the equilibrium density at the beam axis
as illustrated in Figure 4-18 (b). As shown in Figure 4-18 (c), the beam as further expanded from
the 2D estimate near the end of the beam (2 = 0.9). At this location, the simulation equilibrium
density is both wider and, at the beam axis, lower than the 2D estimate. The increase of the
magnitude of the error bars can be attributed to the fact that most of the macroparticles are
distributed near the beginning of the beam as shown in Figure 4-16. Therefore, the statistical
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fluctuations near the beginning of the beam are much less than the fluctuations near the end of
the beam.
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Figure 4-16: Comparison between the ID theoretical, 2D estimate, and simulated variation of n^
along the beam axis at (a) t=0 and (b) i=tfma.
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Figure 4-17: Comparison between the 2D estimate and simulated variation of ^2 along the x -
axis at ti=0 at the following locations: (a) Z^= 0. 1, (b) Z-= 0.5, and (c) Z^= 0.9.
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Figure 4-18: Comparison between the 2D estimate and simulated variation of h- along the x -
axis over the final transit (i.e. from i= 600 to t = 1200 ) at the following locations: (a) - = 0.1,
(b) - = 0.5, and (c) Z = 0.9. The blue dots and error bars represent the average and standard
deviation of the simulation data over this time period, respectively.
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To check the quality of the beam, the transverse rms emittance is calculated. Referring to
Eq. (1.2.2), the dimensionless unnormalized transverse rms emittance is thus defined as
) 2 ) 2 - 1/2
S = - (X - (4.3.1)
d vZ )v)






1- a 2 + 2
In Eqs. (4.3.3) and (4.3.4), c is the speed of light and V, and V represent the average value of
the x and z components of the normalized velocity of the macroparticles within the sample area
at the evaluated 2 location. For a 2D slab, the theoretical dimensionless normalized transverse
rms emittance can be expressed as
^ b,)1/2
n,rms, theoretical = kT (4.3.5)
For a beam with kTC = 0.1 eV, the simulation parameters chosen correspond to a diode
voltage of <Dd =100 V. At these parameters, y* 1; therefore, the beam is nonrelativistic. By
using Eq. (4.3.5) at the simulation parameters chosen, the theoretical dimensionless normalized
transverse rms emittance is calculated to be
En,rms, theoretical = 6.385 x 10-5 (4.3.6)
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Shown in Figure 4-19 is the comparison of the dimensionless normalized transverse rms
emittance between the theoretical and simulation values. The simulation values have been
calculated over the final transit, from I = 600 to i = 1200, with the blue dots representing the
average and the error bars representing the standard deviation of the simulation data over this
time period. Note that, within the statistical fluctuations of the simulation, the results shown in










Figure 4-19: Comparison between the theoretical and simulated variation of the dimensionless
normalized transverse emittance along the beam axis over the final transit (i.e. from t = 600 to
t =1200 ). The blue dots and error bars represent the average and standard deviation of the
simulation data over this time period, respectively. The first two data points at the beginning of
the beam have been neglected from this plot because of their high deviation from the theoretical
value.
It is important to note that in Figure 4-19 the first two data points have been neglected
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the derivation of the standard normalized transverse rms emittance equations assumes that
transverse velocity fluctuations are small compared to the axial fluid velocity. This might not be
true near the cathode.
In summary, the 2D preliminary simulation results have provided some clues for further
investigation of these flows. The curvature in the normalized equipotentials near the cathode as
shown in Figure 4-14 (b) and Figure 4-15 (b), which is a result of the thermal effect, leads to an
immediate beam expansion. This suggests that one way of countering this expansion may be by
changing the cathode shape so that the equipotentials become as straight as possible. Further,
within the statistical fluctuations, the simulation results shown in Figure 4-19 suggest that the




In this thesis, we have primarily investigated nonrelativistic ID ATCL flows and initiated a
study of nonrelativisitc 2D ATCL flows.
In Chapter 3, the ID ATCL theory has been reviewed. Instrumental to the development
of the ID ATCL theory is the use of the statement of normalized rms thermal emittance
conservation. This is also equivalent to stating that entropy is conserved throughout the beam if
the propagation is assumed to be both adiabatic and reversible. This statement in combination
with the fluid-Maxwell equations leads to the derivation of a self-consistent Poisson equation.
Solving this Poisson equation with the appropriate boundary conditions allows us to analytically
determine the current density and the electrostatic potential, fluid velocity, equilibrium density,
temperature, and pressure variation in the beam given the cathode temperature.
A collisionless charged-sheet (macroparticle) simulation has been developed to validate
the ID ATCL theory. This simulation consists of an initial loading, the charged-sheet model
algorithm, and post-processing of results. In the charged-sheet model algorithm, the electric field
is solved based off of the positions of the macroparticles, the macroparticles are moved through a
leapfrog scheme, and macroparticles that have exited the simulation boundary are reinjected at
each time step. Great care has been taken to load the macroparticles as close to the predicted
equilibrium values as possible. The initial macroparticle distribution has been determined from
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the theoretical equilibrium density, and the macroparticle's initial velocity is determined using a
Maxwellian velocity distribution evaluated at the local theoretical fluid velocity and temperature.
Unlike traditional charged-sheet codes, in our proposed reinjection scheme, macroparticles with
positions less than simulation parameter position zcutoff , which is unique for each T, or that
have exited the simulation boundary are reloaded up to zcutoff using the same loading
techniques used to initially load the beam. In this way, the phase space is maintained throughout
the simulation.
Three beams have been simulated at dimensionless cathode temperatures of 0.1, 0.01, and
0.001 with the charged-sheet simulation code. There has been great success at validating the
theory at Tc = 0.1. Although the maximum percent error for the fluid parameters have increased
for the T(= 0.01 and Tc =0.001 cases, the simulation results are still relatively close to the
theoretical values. To reduce the error, more computation effort is required. To exemplify, the
mesh can be refined or more macroparticles can be used in the simulation. Due to the success of
the simulation in matching the theory, the use of the statement of normalized rms thermal
emittance conservation has been justified.
Chapter 4 presents a strategy to extend the ID theory into 2D. Because a 2D adiabatic
equation or equations of state are currently unknown, the fluid-Maxwell equations cannot be
closed. Therefore, it has been proposed that a 2D computer simulation be used to both
investigate these flows and hopefully lead to a formulation of the adiabatic equation(s) of state.
As a simplification, only a 2D slab with Pierce gun boundaries has been simulated. The
2D simulation consists of the meshing of the domain, the initial loading, the PIC algorithm, and
the post-processing of the simulation results. In the PIC algorithm, which implements the
particle-in-cell algorithm, the macroparticles are first weighted to the grid using an area
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weighting scheme. Then, a finite-difference field solver is used to determine the electrostatic
potential on the grid points. The electric field is then calculated at the grid points and is weighted
back to the macroparticles with the use of an area weighting scheme. Next, a leapfrog scheme is
used to move the macroparticles. Finally, a reinjection scheme is used to replace macroparticles
that have exited the simulation boundary. Note that each step in the simulation loop is performed
at each time step.
Meshing of the domain results in the use of a staircase approximation of the curved
boundary surfaces. Furthermore, two mesh sizes are used. In the region where 0 Z 0.2, the
mesh is further refined in the z direction than in the region where ^ > 0.2. An estimate on the
2D form of the equilibrium density is used to initially load the beam. In this estimate, it is
assumed that the equilibrium density would follow the ID theory on the beam axis and taper at
the beam edges. The initial velocities are determined using a Maxwellian velocity distribution.
Unlike traditional PIC codes, in our reinjection scheme, the beginning section of the beam will
be reloaded at each time step with a form of the initial loading while the rest of the beam is
allowed to propagate. The beginning section is defined as where 0 ; Z < zcutoff where zcutoff
is set by the user. In this way, the phase space can be maintained throughout the simulation.
Preliminary 2D results for T = 0.001 has been obtained using the 2D code. Beam
expansion has been noted, especially near the end of the beam. At the beginning of the beam, the
normalized equipotentials have been found to be curved because of the thermal effect. This is a
source of the beam expansion. Changing the cathode shape such that this curvature is countered
might be a solution to reducing the beam expansion. The simulation results suggest that the
transverse rms emittance may be conserved throughout the majority of the beam.
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For future research, further improvements to the simulation codes include investigating
the electric field at the cathode in order to verify if the space-charge-limited condition is met for
both the ID and 2D codes. Also, in the 2D code, improvements can be made in both the loading
and reinjection schemes. An improvement to the loading scheme would be to include a
correction such that the number of particles loaded is the same as the number of particles set by
the user. In the reinjection scheme, instead of using the initial equilibrium density distribution as
a guide, the reloaded equilibrium density distribution should be recalculated at each time step.
Further studies include continued theoretical and computational investigation of 2D flows
in order to find an adiabatic equation(s) of state in order to close the theoretical model. It would
also be useful to extend the theoretical model from two dimensions into three dimensions and
from nonrelativistic to relativistic.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the Laplacian
Finite Difference Operator
As stated in [24], we need to find the differentiation formula that determines the derivative of a
function using only the value of the function at discrete points. In our case, we need to derive the
finite difference formula that finds the second derivative in both the x and z directions at a grid
point. In this derivation, the finite difference formulas are derived using the two neighboring
points and the point itself. In other words, in the x direction, the points immediately to the left,
node(i - 1), and right, node(i + 1), and the point itself, node(i), are used to find the second
derivative at node(i). In the z direction, the points immediately below, node(j - 1), and above,
node(j +1), and the point itself, node(j), are used to find the second derivative at node(j).
Consider the uniform mesh in the x direction shown in Figure A-I where the value of
the function U = f(x) is known at the grid points and is denoted by U,_1 , Uj, and Ui+.
Ax Ax
i-1 i i+1-
Figure A-1: Uniform grid spacing in the x direction.
Performing a Taylor expansion about point i gives the following equations for points i -1 and
i+1:
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U1 = ,-LAx dU (Ax) 2 d2 U (Ax) 3 d3U. (Ax) d4 U
1! dx 2! dx2 3! dx3 4! dx4
u +uAx dU± (Ax) 2 d2 Ui
1! dx 2! dx2
(Ax) 3 d 3U (Ax) d4 U,3 + dx+ -4- 3! x 4! dx4
Combining Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) with weights 1 and A, respectively, results in
U,_+ AU,,= U(1 +A)+ du' (-Ax+A(Ax))+~d 2U((Ax)2 +A(Ax)2)
(A.3)
-d 4u, 4+ (AX)4)+-
4! dx4
d 2 UcA formula for the second derivative 2 ' can be obtained by setting (- Ax + A (Ax)) equal to
dx
zero in Eq. (A.3). Doing so will eliminate the first derivative. Therefore, weight A is
A = 1
d 2U.
Substituting Eq. (A.4) into Eq. (A.3) and solving for 2' results in
dx 2
d2 U_ Ui1 -2Uj +U, 1  2 d4 U (Ax) 2




Therefore, if the second derivative is taken as
d 2U U - 2U +U
dx 2 (Ax) 2
(A.6)
then, as shown in Eq. (A.5), the leading order of the truncation error is O((Ax)2).
Now consider the nonuniform mesh in the z direction as illustrated in Figure A-2. The









Figure A-2: Nonuniform grid spacing in the z direction.
Taylor expansions about point j gives the following equations for points j-1 and j+1:
U Az dU, (Az) 2 d2Uj (AZI)3 d 3Uj (A 1)4 d 4UjUd=U 2! 2 + + 4! d +j- j 1! dz 2! dz2 3! dz3 4! dz4
AZ2 dU - (AZ2 )2 d2UjU1 =dU + +I +1! dz 2! d2
(AZ2 )3 dU, (Az 2 )4 d4U
3! dz3 4! dz4
Using weights 1 and B to combine Eqs. (A.7) and (A.8), respectively, gives
UBUj= Uj(1+dB)+d (-Az + B(Az2))+I dz2j ((AZI)2 +B(AZ2 )2)
1 d 3 U. i 4Uj.(ZI)
+ Y _(AzJ )3 +B(Az2 )) + (A )+ B(Az2 )4)+---












d 2U _ 2LUj - 1 U Uj 1  2 d U [ + )(AZ2
dz2  (Azi) 2 +(Az)(Az 2) 3! dz 3  (Azi) 2 +(AzI)(Az2)[~ ('A 1 ~ 1(A.1 1)(A.9)
2 d 4 U L(AZ) + Azz ) 4
4! dz4  (AzI) 2 +(Azi)(Az 2 )
If the second derivative is taken as
d2u 2 U 1 - 1+ U + Az U 1S- AZ2  AZ2  (A.12)
dz2  (AzI) 2 +(Az 1)(Az 2 )
then the truncation error is
3 (AzI )3 + (z)3
truncation error =
3! dz3 2+(Azi)(Az 2) (A.13)
2 d (AU L 4 +i)+ ( )(Az 2 )42 d 4U, Azz
4! dz4  (Az1)2+(Azi)(Az 2)
If Az2 = aAzi where a is a scalar constant, the truncation error becomes
2 d3 U 2 d'U (1+a")
truncation error =----U (Az,)(a -1)----d4u -(Azi )2 (1 + -- (A. 14)3! dz 4! dz (1+4a)
which shows that the leading error is of O(Az1). Notice, however, that if a = 1, then
Az, = Az2 = Az and Eq. (A.12) becomes
d 2 U _ U., -2U±+Uj+ 1  (A.15)
dz2  (Az)2
and the truncation error (Eq. (A.14)) becomes
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2 d4 U 2
truncation error=-- 7(A)2 +... (A.16)
4! dz4
which matches exactly what we derived for a uniform mesh in the x direction.
Therefore, using Eqs. (A.6) and (A.12), the finite difference form of the 2D Laplacian in
Cartesian coordinates is
V 2U(x,z) -2U + U
ax az2
U 2  -1+ Az, ) u + Az1 ) 1 (A.17)
U, -2U,,+U, AZ2 ' Az 2  ' _
(Ax)2 (AZ) 2 +(AzI)(Az 2 )
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Appendix B: Derivation of Time Parameters
in ATCL2D Code
The fluid velocity of a cold-beam is given by Eq. (2.1.2), which is reproduced here for
convenience
V(z) = [ (Z) 12  (B.1)
where the boundary condition $(0) =0 has been applied. Normalizing Eq. (B. 1) with
[ , 1/2
m V and $=- results in
-qibd Qd
# =0 -,r12 (B.2)
Applying = 43 (Eq. (2.1.8)),
V = /[2 2/3 (B.3)
Equation (B.3) can be integrated from Z =0 to z=1 to find
,, = -23d (B.4)
ttnsit 0 I2 .J2(B4
where I,,, is the amount of normalized time it takes for the beam to travel through one transit
(i.e. from 2 = 0 to ZA=1). Equation (B.3) shows that particles at the end of the beam move faster
than particles near the beginning of the beam. Therefore, to obtain a reasonable time step, Eq.
(B.3) is first integrated from 2 = 1- A to 2 = 1
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(B.5)Yls, cll,= j-m/d2_f ^h
1Equation (B.5) is accurate if A is small. Then, we may choose AF = -tItcel. Then, the number
5
of time steps would be
No. time steps = (no. transit) "r"wi"
Ai
15 (no. transit)
Hence, for the parameters chosen in §4.3,




15 (no. transit) 15(2)No. time steps = - =1200
AM 0.025






Appendix C: ATCL1D M-Code
ATCL ID reads input from an input file, runs the 1 D simulation, and post-processes the results.
At the end of the post-processing stage, ATCL ID saves the relevant simulation parameters and
results to a .mat file and the generated plots in both .fig and .jpg format. The saved simulation
parameters include the macroparticle's initial and final positions, velocities, and electric field
values. The code also saves the evaluated E, at each time step. All of the results are saved in a
results folder, which is created in the same directory that ATCL 1 D is run in. ATCL 1 D writes a
log file during the execution of this code. The code and a sample input file are included below.
ATCL1D M-Code:
% Full code name: ATCL1Dv1dot1
% Code name: ATCL1D
% version 1.1
% Release date: March 24., 2013
% Author: Rachel V. Mok
% description
% code for the one-Dimensional Adiabatic Thermal child-Langmuir Flow
% end - description
% definition
% ---group 1 - system parameters---
% TC - cathode temperature
% J - current density
% time - total transit time
% --- group 2 - simulation control parameters---
% ntime - the number of time intervals in which 'time' is divided into
% NP - total number of particles
% ncell - number of cells that the interval from 0 to 1 will be divided
% into; this parameter defines the grid which is used for the
% simulation
% nbin - number of bins that the interval from 0 to 1 will be divided
% into; this parameter defines the grid which is used for the
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% post-processing of results
% sigma-cutoff - positive value that describes the number of standand
% 'deviations from the fluid velocity that zcutoff will
% be calculated
% ---group 3 - derived parameters---
% dt - time step value
% dzcell - cell length
% dzbin - bin length
% z - vector containing the grid points associated with ncell
% zbin - vector containing the grid points associated with nbin
% zbin-intr - vector containing only the interior grid points associated
% with nbin
% --- group 4 - simulation variables---
% zp - particle position
% vp - particle velocity
% Ep - electric field evaluated at the particles' position
% dE - magnitude of electric field jump because of the presence of a
% charge sheet
% zpO - initial particle position
% vpO - initial particle velocity
% EpO - initial electric field evaluated at the particles' position
% zfluid - vector containing the z locations at which the theoretical
% values are evaluated
% phifluid - theoretical fluid potential
% Efluid - theoretical fluid electric field
% vfluid - theoretical fluid velocity
% nfluid - theoretical fluid equilibrium density
% Tfluid - theoretical fluid temperature
% zcutoff - cutoff postion whose value depends on Tc
% --- group 5 - saved simulation variables---
% ** For all of the variables in this group, the data contained in each
% column represent one time step's data. **
% Ec - vector containing the calculated cathode electric field at each time step
% --- group 6 - saving variables parameters---
% filepath - file path to the current working directory
% savedvars-filepath - file path to the folder inside the current working
% directory where all the results are saved
% end - definition
function ATCL1Dv1dot1
clear all ; clc ; close all
format short
global Tc J time
global ntime NP ncell nbin sigma-cutoff
global dt dzcell dzbin z zbin zbin-intr
global zp Vp Ep dE zpO vpO EpO
global zfluid phifluid Efluid vfluid nfluid Tfluid
global zcutoff
global EC
global filepath savedvars-filepath func-name
% system parameters
% simulation control parameters
% derived parameters
% simulation variables
% simulation variables (cont.)
% simulation variables (cont.)
% saved simulation variables
% saving variables parameters
funcname='ATCL1Dv1dot1'; %keeps track of the function name for saving purposes
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% set up command window log file
filepath=pwd;
foldername=['Results_',func-name, '' ,datestr(clock, 'ddmmmyy HH-MM')];
mkdir(foldername)
savedvars-filepath=[filepath, '',foldername];
diary-name= [savedvars-filepath, '/' ,func-name, '_log_,...
datestr(clock,'ddmmmyy HH-MM'),'.txt'];
di ary(di ary-name)
% end - set up command window log file
% read the input file for the system parameters and simulation control
% parameters
read-input('ATL1D-inputfile.txt');
% end - read the input file for the system parameters and simulation control
% parameters
% defined system parameters




disp('---End of defined system parameters---')
disp(' ')
% end - defined system parameters
% defined simulation control parameters






disp('---End of defined simulation control parameters---')
disp(' ')
% end - defined simulation parameters
% define derived parameters
dt = time/ntime
dzcell = 1/ncell
dzbin = 1/nbin ;
z = linspace(0,1,ncell+1)
zbin = linspace(0,1,nbin+1)
zbin-intr = zbin(2:end-1) ;
% end - define derived parameters
% compute theoretical profiles phifluid, vfluid, nfluid, Tfluid, and pfluid
disp('-----start calculation of theoretical values-----')
[zfluid,phifluid,Efluid,vfluid,nfluid,Tfluid,pfluid,zcutff]=ATCL1D theory;
disp('-----End calculation of theoretical values------'
disp(' ')
% end - compute theoretical profiles phifluid, vfluid, nfluid, Tfluid, and
% pfluid
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% run the simulation
format shortEng




disp('-----End run of simulation-----'
disp(' ')
% end - run the simulation
% saving variables in current file path in 'Results' folder
cd(savedvars-filepath)




% end - saving variables in current file path in 'Results' folder
% post-process the simulation results
disp('-----start post-processing simulation results-----')
ATcL1DPPS
disp('-----End post-processing simulation results-----')
disp(' ')
% end - post-process the simulation results
% save all opened figure windows
savefigures.movies
% end - save all opened figure windows
diary off
end
% define function(s) used in function ATCL1D
function read-input(input-filename)
%read-input reads a .txt file and assigns the specified values to the
%system parameters variables and simulation control parameters variables
global Tc J time % system parameters
global ntime NP ncell nbin sigma-cutoff % simulation control parameters
fid=fopen(inputfilename); %open the file
Tc = fscanf(fid,'%*s %*s\nTc=%f\n',1);
J = fscanf(fid,'J=%f\n',1);
time = fscanf(fid,'time=%f\n',1);









%'ATCL1Dtheory' computes the theoretical profiles phifluid, vfluid,
%nfluid, Tfluid, and pfluid.
%This function also calculates the ideal zcutoff to the nearest cell grid point
global Tc J % system parameters
global sigma-cutoff % simulation control parameters
global dzcell % derived parameters
% solve ode for phifluid
[zfluid,phifluid-soln] = ode45(@ATcL,[O 1],[O; 0])
% end - solve ode for phifluid
phifluid = phifluid-soln(:,1);
Efluid = -phifluid-soln(:,2);











% end - calculate zcutoff








legend('phifluid' , 'Efluid' , 'vfluid' , 'nfluid' , 'Tfluid' , 'pfluid',...
'Location','NorthEast')
xlabel('z')
% end - plot solution of phifluid versus zfluid
% define function(s) under function ATCL1D-theory




% end - define function(s) under function ATCL1Dtheory
end
function ATCL1Dsimulation
%'ATCL1Dsimulation' loads the beam according to the theoretical curves
%given by function 'ATCL1Dtheory' and simulates the beam's behavior after
%a certain period of time.
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global ntime NP z % simulation control parameters
global dt dzcell % derived parameters
global Zp VP Ep dE zpO vpO EpO % simulation variables
global zfluid vfluid nfluid Tfluid % simulation variables (cont.)
global zcutoff % simulation variables (cont.)
global EC % saved simulation variables
% compute the number of digits after the decimal point in dzcell for
% rounding purposes
dz-n=O;
while floor(dzcell*1OAdz-n) ~ dzcell*1OAdz-n
dz-n=dz-n+1;
end




% end - compute 'dE'
% compute initial particle distribution and load initial positions and
% velocities of charge sheets in beam
[zp,vp]=load-beam(0,1,NP);
% end - compute initial particle distribution and load initial positions and
% velocities of charge sheets in beam
% sort method.
EC=NaN(1,ntime+1);
hh=waitbar(O,'Please wait...','Name','Don''t close! closing will end simulation');
for i=2:(ntime+1)
% compute the E field applied at each particle's location
[Ep,EC(i-1)]=Efield;
% end - compute the E field applied at each particle's location






% end - save initial distribution






% end - compute particle velocities after one step
% compute particle positions after one step
zp=zp+vp*dt;
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% end - compute particle positions after one step
% Reinjection scheme
reinjection;
% end - Reinjection scheme





% end - sort method
% compute the final E field applied at each particle's location
[Ep,EC(ntime+1)]=Efield;
% end - compute final the E field applied at each particle's location
% define function(s) under function ATCL1Dsimulation
function [z-simulated,v-simulated]=load-beam(zinitial,zend,np-load)
%[z-simulated,v-simulated]=load-beam(zinitial ,zend,np-load)
%loads the beam from 'zinitial' to 'zend' with the
%distribution given by the theoretical nfluid with the number of
%particles indicated by 'np-load'.
%z-simulated - z locations of the np-load particles
































% end - assign number of particles to grid cells
% check number of particles specified in nload equals np-load
sum-nload=sum(nload);
np.residual=sum-nload-np-load
if sum-nload ~ np-load
j=1;
if np-residual > 0 % loaded too many particles
np.residual=abs(np-residual);









elseif np-residual < 0 % did not load enough particles
np-residual=abs(np.residual);











% end - check number of particles specified in nload equal np























%E field calculation scheme. Because the particles are infinite
%charge sheets, the E field is determined through a counting
%method.
%Ep - calculated E field at the particle's location
%Ec - calculated E field at the cathode





% end - sort particles according their positions






% end - calculate cathode E field





% end - interpret E field for each particle location
end
function reinjection
% Reinjection scheme. At each time step, the particles greater than
% zcutoff and less than or equal to 1 are kept. All other particles
% will be reloaded, with positions and velocities similar to the
% initial phase space, to the beginning of the beam from 0 to zcutoff.
% identify particles that will be kept




% end - identify particles that will be kept
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% replace remaining particles
np-replace=NP-np-survive;
[z.replace,v.replace]=load-beam(O,zcutoff,np-replace);
% end - replace remaining particles
% combine replaced particles with survived particles
zp=vertcat(zreplace,z.survive);
vp=vertcat(v-replace,v-survive);
% end - combine replaced particles with survived particles
end
% end - define function(s) under function ATCL1D-imulation
end
function ATCL1DPPS
global ntime % simulation control parameters
global dzbin zbin-intr % derived parameters
global zp vp Ep zpO vpO EpO % simulation variables
global zfluid phifluid Efluid vfluid nfluid Tfluid % simulation variables (cont.)
global EC % saved simulation variables
global filepath savedvars-filepath func-name % saving variables parameters
% plot initial phase space
plot-phase-space(zpO,vpo,'Initial phase space')
% end - plot initial phase space
% plot final phase space
plotphase.space(zp,vp,'Final phase space')
% end - plot final phase space
% compare simulation E field with theoretical E field




% end - compare simulation E field with theoretical E field
% compare simulation potential with theoretical potential
[phiObin,phi0_maxerror,phifluidbin] =phifluidPPS(EObin,zbin-intr...
'Initial fluid electrostatic potential');
[phi-bin,phi.maxerror]=phifluidPPS(E-bin,zbin-intr,....
'Final fluid electrostatic potential');
phiOmaxerror
phi-maxerror
% end - compare simulation potential with theoretical potential
% compare simulation equlibrium density with theoretical equlibrium density
[nO0bin,nO-maxerror,nfluidbin]=nfluidpps(EObin,zbin-intr,...
'Initial fluid equilibrium density');
[n-bin,n-maxerror]=nfluidPPS(E-bin,zbin-intr,...




% end - compare simulation equlibrium density with theoretical equlibrium density







% end - compare simulation fluid velocity with theoretical fluid velocity







% end - compare simulation fluid temperature with theoretical fluid temperature







% end - compare simulation T/nA2 ratio with theoretical T/nA2 ratio
% plot the fluctuations of E-c throughout the simualtion
time-indx=1:1:(ntime+1);
Ec-theory=zeros(1,(ntime+1));
plotter(time-indx,Ec-theory,time-indx,EC, 'Fluctuations of E-c throughout simulation' ,'time
step');
% end - plot the fluctuations of E-c throughout the simualtion
% saving variables
cd(savedvars-filepath);
filename=['ATCL1DPPS_',datestr(clock, 'ddmmmyy HH-MM'), '.mat'];
save(filename,'-v7.3')
cd(filepath);
% end - saving variables































% flag - a string which determines what is returned.
% If flag = 'avg', this function returns the average values
% at the bin pts
































% calculate simulation E field at zbin grid points
E-bin=bin-gridpts(zfluid,Efluid,zp,Ep,z-bin,'avg');
% end - calculate simulation E field at zbin grid points
% calculate theoretical E field at zbin grid points
E-ex=interpl(zfluid,Efluid,z-bin);
% end - calculate theoretical E field at zbin grid points
E-maxerror=infinity-norm(E-ex,E-bin);




titlel=[title-label,' at each particle location'];






% calculate simulation potential at zbin grid points
phi-bin=-1*cumtrapz(z-bin,E-bin);
% end - calculate simulation potential at zbin grid points
% calculate theoretical potential at zbin grid points
phi-ex=interpl(zfluid,phifluid,z-bin);
% end - calculate theoretical potential at zbin grid points
phi-maxerror=infinity-norm(phi-ex,phi-bin);






















% end - calculate simulation equlibrium density at zbin grid points
% calculate theoretical equlibrium density at zbin grid points
n-ex=interp(zfluid,nfluid,z-bin);
% end - calculate theoretical equlibrium density at zbin grid points
n.maxerror=infinity-norm(n-ex,njbin);








% calculate simulation fluid velocity at zbin grid points
vJbin=bin-gridpts(zfluid,vfluid,zp,vp,z-bin,'avg');
% end - calculate simulation fluid velocity at zbin grid points
% calculate theoretical fluid velocity at zbin grid points
v.ex=interp(zfluid,vfluid,z-bin);
% end - calculate theoretical fluid velocity at zbin grid points
v.maxerror=infinity.norm(v-ex,vibin);








% calculate simulation fluid temperature at zbin grid points
T-bin=bin-gridpts(zfluid,Tfluid,zp,vp,zbin, 'var');
% end - calculate simulation fluid temperature at zbin grid points
% calculate theoretical fluid temperature at zbin grid points
T-ex=interpl(zfluid,Tfluid,z-bin);
% end - calculate theoretical fluid temperature at zbin grid points
T-maxerror=infinity-norm(T-ex,T-bin);
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% calculate simulation T/nA2 ratio at zbin grid points
Tn2_bin=(nfluid(1)A2/Tfluid(1))*(Tbin./(n-bin.A2));
% end - calculate simulation Tn2 ratio at zbin grid points
% calculate theoretical T/nA2 ratio at zbin grid points
Tn2_ex=(nfluid(1)A2/Tfluid(1))*(T-bin-ex./(n-bin-ex.A2));
% end - calculate theoretical T/nA2 ratio at zbin grid points
Tn2_maxerror=infinity-norm(Tn2_ex,Tn2_bin);
















%This function saves the current open figures to the directed file path.
%This function creates a new folder in the directed file path with the
%current date and time in which the .fig and .jpg of the figures are stored.

















% end - saving opened figure windows






% end - saving movies, if any
cd(filepath);
end
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Appendix D: ATCL2D M-Code
To perform the entire 2D simulation, three separate M-Codes files must be run. The first file,
also known as the input file, defines the simulation parameters and meshes the domain. The
second file initially loads the beam and runs the PIC algorithm. The third file post-process (PPS)
the results. At the end of the input file, the defined simulation variables and evaluated mesh
variables are saved in a .mat file in the current directory that the input file is evaluated in. At the
end of the PIC algorithm, all of the relevant simulation parameters are saved in a .mat file in a
user-defined folder location. The saved simulation parameters include the macroparticle's
positions and velocities, the equilibrium density at the grid points, the electrostatic field at the
grid points, and the electric field at the grid points at each time step. Therefore, all relevant
information for a particular run of the simulation is saved. At the end of the post-processing,
additional evaluated results are saved in a separate .mat file, and the generated plots are saved in
both .fig and .jpg format. The results are saved in a results folder in a user-defined folder
location. Note, all y parameters in the M-codes refer to the z direction shown in Figure 4-2.
ATCL2Dinput M-Code:
function [] = ATCL2DPIC-warm-input_30Janl3_v4
%Filename: ATCL2D-PIC.warm-input_30janl3_v4
%"ATCL2D" stands for Adiabatic Thermal child-Langmuir 2-D flow
%This file creates the input file for the Pic code
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%For version 0 and up, this function will use both sides of the beam
%Author: Rachel Mok



















dimensionless dx for mesh
dimensionless dy for mesh











number of transit times for PiC code to loop
indicates at which time step variables will be
number of particles
Tc hat (temperature)







indicates the number of particles that are plotted in
Number of particles plotted














































BC for cathode boundary (emits particles)
BC for anode boundary (collects particles)



















nintrpts=size(xin,1); %number of interior points





rowy02=find-round(yvec,0.2); %row indx of xm and Ym where y=0.2
end



















clearvars xminl xmaxl yminl ymaxl kind1 BC1 pkindl...
xmin2a xmax2a ymin2a ymax2a kind2a BC2a pkind2a...
xmin2b xmax2b ymin2b ymax2b kind2b Bc2b pkind2b...
xmin3 xmax3 ymin3 ymax3 kind3 BC3 pkind3...


























save(['ATCL2DPICinput-v' ,num2str(version), 'mr' ,num2str(meshrefine),...
'_dx',num2str(dx),'-dy',num2str(dy),...






%This function creates the beam boundary as specified by the Pierce gun
%solution where d is the anode to cathode gap. This will generate the
%boundary in normaized coordinates (y hat = y/d & x hat = x/d)













































xvec-rt=[xvec2(2:end) ,xvec3(2:end) ,xvec4(2:end) ,xvec5(2:end) ,xvec6(2:end-1)];









%xmin and ymin must be strings indicating the min values and condition to
%be in that region. ex: xminl='>4', yminl='>=5'
%xmax and ymax must be strings indicating the max values and condition to
%be in that region. ex: xmaxl='<=3', ymaxl='<4'
%phikind describes the kind of boundary condition for phi. Enter 'D' for Dirichlet
%boundary condition or 'N' for Neumann boundary condition
%Bc is the boundary condition. It can be a function or constant value.
%particlekind describes the particle boundary interations for that
%boundary. Enter 'A' for absorbing boundary (allows particle to leave),
%'R' for reflective boundary (elastically returning particles into domain),
%or 'P' for periodic boundary (particles are transported to the opposite
%side of the domain).
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%This function is like the MATLAB command 'find' however, instead of
%comparing exactly, it will return the index of where value was found in
%vec if value and the vec's value match to 7 places after the decimal
%point.
%version: 0




















%Dx,Dy are the difference matricies to take the 1st derivative using this
%mesh
%DXN,DyN are vectors containing the diagonal to evaluate the 1st derivative
%for Neumann boundaries.
%interior is a cell array containing information about the interior points
%pbdy is a matrix of the coordinate points ([x,yl) that defines the
%actual beam boundary using the staircase approximation
%gbdy is a matrix of the coordinate points ([x,y]) that defines the
%boundary of the interior coordinate points using the staircase
%aproximation. If both the left and right sides are Dirichlet boundary
%counditions, this would be exactly the same as the pbdy.
%bdyval is a matrix of the boundary points and their values. This matrix
%only contains the Dirichlet boundary points ([x,y,value])










































%loop over all interior points



















col=NaN(4,1); %contains indx number
%found in vec coordin
%(left,right,btm,top)
of where point is
follows order of nodes4:
for t=1:4
pt=nodes4{t,1};
%checking 4 points around node
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Arowl=zeros(1,n);
if t==1 || t==2 %for left and right pts
meshsqrd=xcoeff;
meshlength=dx;
elseif t==3 %for btm pts
meshsqrd=ycoeff;
meshlength=dyl;






t pt outside bdy
& right pts outside bdy
pt outside bdy
pt outside bdy
& top pts outside bdy
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if t==1 %for left pt
flagx=1; %indicates left






elseif t==3 %for btm pt
flagy=1; %indicates btm







if kind=='D' %Dirichlet bdy
interior{i,t+11}=bdy-value*abs(meshsqrd);











elseif kind=='N' %Neumann bdy




















































































































btmbdy-rt=btmbdy-rt(2:end,:); %eliminate point where x = 0









topbdy.rt=round (topbdy-rt*10Anumdi gi ts)/(1OAnum-di gi ts);
topbdy-rt=unique(topbdy-rt,'rows');
topbdy-rt=sortrows(topbdy-rt);
topbdy-rt=topbdy-rt(2:end,:); %eliminate point where x = 0



















































%adding headings to 'interior'
interiorheadings={'xin','yin','type','Bctype lft','BCtype rght','BCtype btm',...
'Bctype top','Bcval lft','Bcval rght','BCval btm','BCval top',...









L=tri 1 (A, -1);
u=triu(A,1);
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------










if eval([num2str(x),xmin]) && eval([num2str(x),xmax])...





























if eval([num2str(x),xmin]) && eval([num2str(x),xmax])...
















%x and y are the coordinate points that define the boundary
%lbdy or rbdy == 'D' => a Dirchlet boundary condition is applied on the right
%boundary (boundary points not included in xint and yint)
%lbdy or rbdy == 'N' => a Neumann boundary condition is applied on the right
%boudnary (boundary points are included in xint and yint where this
%boundary condition is applied)
%meshrefine is the number of levels of mesh refinement between y=O to y=0.2
%This always creates a mesh from x=-3 and x = 3 and y = 0 to y = 2.
%xmesh and ymesh are the mesh grid points created using meshgrid
%xint and yint are the x and y coordinates of the points inside the
%boundary defined by x and y
























[xmesh,ymesh]=meshgrid(xvec,yvec); %meshing boundary with largest box possible
elseif meshrefine==1









[in, on]=inpolygon(xmesh,ymesh,x,y); %determining which points are inside boundary
coordbdy=[xmesh(on),ymesh(on)];
bdypts=size(coordbdy,1);
%Removing interior points that are on the boundary
int=logical(in-on);
coordint=[xmesh(int),ymesh(int)];
flag-lt=O; %flag-lt = 0 => lbdy = '
%flag-lt.= 1 => lbdy = 'N'
flag-rt=0; %flag-rt = 0 => lbdy = '


































if flaglt==1 && flag-rt==1
coordi ntl=vertcat(coordbdyi ft, coordi nt ,coordbdy-rght);
elseif flag-lt==O && flag-rt==O
coordintl=coordint;
elseif flag-.lt==1 && flagrt==O
coordintl=vertcat(coordbdy-lft,coordint);










function [] = ATCL2DPIC_warm_30Jan13_v10
%File: ATCL2DPICwarm_30Jan13_v10.m
%"ATCL2D" stands for Adiabatic Thermal Child-Langmuir 2-D flow
%Author: Rachel Mok
%Version: 10
%Date: Jan. 30, 2013
%Purpose: (1) To apply the SOR method to solve the ATCL2D problem








global QE Tc J
%geometry constants
global xb rtbm meshrefine
%mesh constants
global dx dy xin yin nintrpts Xm Ym yrows xcols colxO rowy02...
pbdy gbdy Dx Dy DXN DyN
%SOR constants
global D L U omega
%PIC constants
global np dt tsteps y-cutoff Nload Nload-cutoff
%post-process constants
global rhoaxis divide-p figmovie yloc xlimvec time-start time-end time-frame
%look-up information constant variables
global bdyinfo interior
%PIC variables
global px pv fiwts ploc nhat b
%theory variables
global Nhat-guess zlD philD n1D T1D vwarmlD lambdaD
%saved variables




























%-------Distributing charge and velocity-------
distribute-charge;



















































linel=sprintf('\nInitialization: %10.3f sec.', t1end);
[hr,mins,sec]=seconds2hr-min-sec(t2end);
line2=sprintf('\nPIC loop: %4.3f hrs, %4.3f min, %4.3f sec.',hr,mins,sec);





savevar=input('Do you wish to save workspace variables? Enter Y/N [N]: ','s');
if isempty(savevar) %default value for savevar is 'N'
savevar='N';
end
if savevar=='Y' || savevar=='y'
clearvars savevar
default=input('Do you want to save in current filepath? Enter Y/N [Y]: ','s');
if isempty(default) %default value for default is 'Y'
default='Y';
end





















%filename = a string variable indicating the .mat file in which to load the
% variables





global xb rtbm meshrefine
%mesh constants
global dx dy xin yin nintrpts xm Ym yrows xcols colxO rowy02...
pbdy gbdy Dx Dy DxN DyN
%SOR constants
global D L U omega
%PIC constants
global np dt tsteps y-cutoff
%post-process constants
global rhoaxis divide-p figmovie yloc xlimvec time-start time-end time-frame


















































[QE,Nl oad ,Nl oad-cutoff, px, pv, Nhat-guess, z1D, phi lD, n1D, T1D, vwarmlD, 1 ambdaD] =1 oad-warm-beam
global Tc J dx xb xm Ym np rtbm yrows xcols y-cutoff
[z,phi] = ode45(@ATCL,[O 1],[0; 0]);





%find n1D from equation:
nlD=J./sqrt(philD+3*TC+sqrt(philD.*(philD+6*Tc)));




















































































function dphidz = ATCL(z,phi)







global px pv pbdy gbdy np bdyinfo xb colxO rowyQ2 yrows xcols Xm Ym QE dx dy...
















NI oad=round(percent-repl ace. *Nload-cutoff)
np-load=sum(sum(Nload));
%---accounting for rounding errors---
npremainder=np-replace-npload;











if np.remainder > 0 %did not load enough particles
np-remainder=abs(np-remainder);




if indx-colsi == indxend
k=1;









elseif np-remainder < 0 %loaded too much particles
np-remainder=abs(np-remainder);




if indxcolsi == indx-end
k=1;



















































flag-charge-density=1; %If flag-charge-density == 1, then will
%distribute charge for that particle (default case)
%If flag-charge-density == 0, then will not
%distribute charge for that particle (for
%particles that will be removed from
%simulation, i.e. if they hit the absorbing BC)
if in(i)==0 %point is outside bdy
pkindi=pboundary(x,y);
if isempty(pkindi)==1








case 'P1' %push particle back to beginning of beam
%randomly put particle in first row of cells
% (uniform distribution in x and y)
%apply normal distribution for velocity
% (normal distribution in x and y)
deltay=Ym(2,1)-Ym(1,1);
x=-xb+(2*xb)*rand(1);
















































if eval([num2str(x),xmin]) && eval([num2str(x),xmax])...





































































































































% ------------------------------------------------------------- -- -----
function diagnostics(figure-label)
%diagnostics(figure-label)
global xin yin xm Ym Nhat-guess colxO nhat px pv pbdy...
























































































































































%This function is like the MATLAB command 'find' however, instead of
%comparing exactly, it will return the index of where value was found in
%vec if value and the vec's value match to 7 places after the decimal
%point.
%version: 0










































%"ATCL2D" stands for Adiabatic Thermal Child-Langmuir 2-D flow
%This file post-process the results from the PIC code. It creates
%additional figures and movies.
%Author: Rachel Mok














global rhoaxis divide-p figmovie yloc xlimvec time-start time-end time-frame
labelFontsize numMarkerSize xtick xtick-label
%theory variables
global Nhat-guess z1D philD n1D TlD vwarmlD lambdaD
%saved variables
global N-hat PHI-intr PXx PXy PVx PVy EXintr EYintr
%electron gun constants
global q-e m-e phi-d c
%PICPPS file name
PIcPPs-fi 1 ename='ATCL2DPIC-warmPS_.08Feb1l3v8. m';














c=3e8; %speed of light [m/s]

































movievar=input('Do you wish to create movies? Enter Y/N [Y]: ','s');
if isempty(movievar) %default value for savevar is 'Y'
movievar='Y';
end







line3=sprintf('\ncreating movies: %4.3f hrs, %4.3f min, %4.3f sec',hr,mins,sec);
[hr,mins,sec]=seconds2hr-min-sec(t4end);
line4=sprintf('\nGenerating additional post-process figures: %4.3f hrs, %4.3f min, %4.3f
sec',hr,mins,sec);










line4=sprintf('\nGenerating additional post-process figures: %4.3f hrs, %4.3f min, %4.3f
sec',hr,mins,sec);







savevar=input('Do you wish to save workspace variables? Enter Y/N [N]: ','s');
if isempty(savevar) %default value for savevar is 'N'
savevar='N';
end
if savevar=='Y' || savevar=='y'
clearvars rhoaxis divide-p figmovie yloc xlimvec time-start time-end time-frame...
labelFontSize numMarkerSize xtick xtick-label...
N-hat PHI-intr PXx PXy PVx PVy EX-intr EY-intr
default=input('Do you want to save in current filepath? Enter Y/N [Y]: ','s');
if isempty(default) %default value for default is 'Y'
default='Y';
end



















%filename = a string variable indicating the .mat file in which to load the
% variables











global rhoaxis dividep figmovie yloc xlimvec time-start time-end time-frame
%theory variables
global Nhat.guess zID philD n1D T1D vwarm1D lambdaD
%saved variables
global N-hat PHIintr PXx PXy PVx PVy EX-intr EY-intr
var=load(filename, 'Tc','J',...
'xb','meshrefine',...
'dx', 'dy', 'xin' ,'yin', 'nintrpts','Xm', 'Ym', 'yrows' , 'xcols' , 'colxO' , 'rowy02', 'pbdy' , 'gbdy',...
'np',...
'rhoaxis','divide-p','figmovie','yloc','xlimvec','time-start','time-end','time-frame',...
'Nhat-guess','zlD', 'philD', 'n1D', 'T1D', 'vwarmlD', 'lambdaD',...















































%This function is like the MATLAB command 'find' however, instead of
%comparing exactly, it will return the index of where value was found in
%vec if value and the vec's value match to 7 places after the decimal
%point.
%Version: 0







































%This function regrids the interiorvec using xin and yin to the meshgrid
%defined by xm and Ym.
%xin and yin must be the coordinates to which interiorvec refers to




























%ydir=1 will plot the y-direction in the normal sense (positive y increases
% upward in the figure) [default]
%ydir=O will plot the y-direction in the reversed sense (positive y
% increases downward in the figure)
%title-string must be a string which will be used in the all the titles in the
% - figures
%plot2d=1 will create a 2D figure [default]
%plot2d=O will not create a 2D figure
%plot3d=1 will create another figure but in 3D
%plot3d=O will not create another figure in 3D [default]
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%axis3D specifies the axis limits for the 3D figure, must be given in the
% following format: [xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, zmax](default=[0,3,0,2,0,20])
%view3D specifies the view angle and elevation for the 3D figure, must be
% give in the following format: [azimuth, elevation] (default=[25,25])
global labelFontSize
if nargin<3



















































if gpt>=cl(1) && gpt<cl(2)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(1,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(2) && gpt<cl(3)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(2,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(3) && gpt<cl(4)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(3,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(4) && gpt<cl(5)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(4,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(5) && gpt<cl(6)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(5,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(6) && gpt<cl(7)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(6,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(7) && gpt<cl(8)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(7,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(8) && gpt<cl(9)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(8,:))














{num2str(cl (1)) ,num2str(cl(2)) ,num2str(cl (3)) num2str(cl(4)) ,num2str(cl (5)),...

















if gpt>=cl(1) && gpt<cl(2)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','Color',c(1,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(2) && gpt<cl(3)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','color',c(2,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(3) && gpt<cl(4)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','Color',c(3,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(4) && gpt<cl(5)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','color',c(4,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(5) && gpt<cl(6)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','Color',c(5,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(6) && gpt<cl(7)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','color',c(6,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(7) && gpt<cl(8)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','Color',c(7,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(8) && gpt<cl(9)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','Color',c(8,:))





























%ydir=1 will plot the y-direction in the normal sense (positive y increases
185
%upward in the figure) [default]
%ydir=0 will plot the y-direction in the reversed sense (positive y
%increases downward in the figure)
%plot2d=1 will create a 2D figure [default]
%plot2d=0 will not create a 2D figure
%plot3d=1 will create another figure but in 3D
%plot3d=O will not create another figure in 3D [default]
%fignuml specifies the figure number handle for the 2D plot [default=1]
%fignum2 specifies the figure number handle for the 3D plot [default=2]
%axis3D specifies the axis limits for the 3D figure, must be given in the
%following format: [xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, zmax](default=[0,3,0,2,0,20])
%view3D specifies the view angle and elevation for the 3D figure, must be
%give in the following format: [azimuth, elevation] (default=[25,25])
%Version: 3
%Last Updated: Aug. 12, 2012
if nargin<3




























































if gpt>=cl(1) && gpt<cl(2)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(1,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(2) && gpt<cl(3)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(2,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(3) && gpt<cl(4)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(3,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(4) && gpt<cl(5)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(4,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(5) && gpt<cl(6)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(5,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(6) && gpt<cl(7)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(6,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(7) && gpt<cl(8)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(7,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(8) && gpt<cl(9)
plot(xi,yi,'*','Color',c(8,:))















{num2str(cl (1)) ,num2str(cl (2)) ,num2str(cl (3)) ,num2str(cl(4)),num2str(cl (5)),...















if gpt>=cl(1) && gpt<cl(2)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','color',c(1,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(2) && gpt<cl(3)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','Color',c(2,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(3) && gpt<cl(4)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','color',c(3,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(4) && gpt<cl(5)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','color',c(4,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(5) && gpt<cl(6)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','Color',c(5,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(6) && gpt<cl(7)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','color',c(6,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(7) && gpt<cl(8)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','color',c(7,:))
elseif gpt>=cl(8) && gpt<cl(9)
plot3(xi,yi,gpt,'*','Color',c(8,:))
















{num2str(cl(1)) ,num2str(cl (2)) ,num2str(cl(3)) ,num2str(cl (4)) ,num2str(cl (5)),











global xin yin Xm Ym pbdy Njhat PHI-intr PXx PXy EX-intr EY-intr...
rhoaxis divide-p figmovie



















































































%This function calculates xaxis labels and tick marks so that each tick























%This creates a plot of 'Func' in which x=0 and along y.
%'Func' must be a matrix in which either each column or
%each sheet is data stored at a different time step.
%x and y must correspond to Func
%'time-step' is only applied to 'Func'








if isvector(x)==1 %for vectors




















xlabel('$\bf{\hat{y}}$' ,'Interpreter', 'latex', 'FontSize' ,labelFontSize)
title(['$' ,func-label, '(O,\hat{y})\;at\;t_{step}\:=\:',...











legend('theory' ,'numerical', 'Location' ,'Best')
xlabel('$\bf{\hat{y}}$' ,'Interpreter', 'latex' ,'Fontsize' ,labelFontSize)
title(['$' ,func-label, '(O,\hat{y})\;at\;t_{step}\:=\:',...
num2str(time-step), '$'] ,'Interpreter', 'latex', 'FontSize' ,labelFontSize)
case 3


















legend('theory' ,'guess', 'numerical ','Location', 'Best')
xlabel('$\bf{\hat{y}}$' ,'Interpreter', 'latex' ,'Fontsize' ,labelFontsize)
title(['$' ,func-label, '(O,\hat{y})\;at\;t_{step}\:=\: ',..
192





%This creates a plot of 'Func' in which x=O and along y.
%'Func' must be a matrix in which either each column or
%each sheet is data stored at a different time step.
%x and y must correspond to Func
%'time-step' is only applied to 'Func'






if isvector(x)==1 %for vectors
func=Func(:,time-step); %extracting data at specified time-step
flag-func=O;
else %for matrix






















xlabel('$\bf{\hat{x}}$' ,'Interpreter', 'latex', 'FontSize' ,label FontSize)
title(['$',func-label, '(\hatfx}, ',num2str(ylocw), ')\;at\;t_{step}\:=\: ', .. .


































xlabel('$\bf{\hatfx}}$','interpreter', 'latex', 'FontSize' ,labelFontsize)
title(['$',func-label,'(\hat{x,',num2str(ylocw),')\;at\;t_{stepl\:=\:',...






%funcvec must be a vector of values built as follows: [values1, values2,...]
%in other words, columns of funcvec are values at a specific time step
%the number of rows of funcvec must correspond to argument y
global time-start time-end numMarkersize labelFontSize
funcvec=funcvec';




















%x and y are vectors corresponding to the values in funcvec.
%funcvec can be a vector of values built as follows: [values1, values2,...]
%in other words, columns of funcvec are values at a specific time step
%xtheory and func-theory are the vectors describing the theoretical values
%at that specific y location
%yloci is the y value at which the slice is performed
%func-label is a string which is used in the plot title; it can be a string
%with LaTex formatting
global numMarkersize labelFontSize time-start time-end...
xlimvec dx xtick xtick-label
no-values=size(funcvec,2);
%building matrix where rows correspond to a specific time and columns









































xlabel('$\bf{\hat{x}}$' ,'Interpreter', 'latex', 'FontSize' ,labelFontSize)



















































xlabel('$\bf{\hat{x}}$' ,'Interpreter', 'latex', 'FontSize' ,labelFontSize)




title('$\bf{\hat{\lambdalD(y)}$' ,'Interpreter', 'latex', 'FontSize' ,label Fontsize)







global PXx PXy xin yin Xm Ym pbdy time-start time-end N-hat zID n1D....












%-----nhat(0,y) plots at t-initial and t-final-----
func-xOy(1,xin,yin,N-hat, '\hat{n}' ,zlD,nlD,Xm,Ym,Nhat-guess);
func-x0_y(time-end,xin,yin,Njhat, '\hat{n}' ,zlD,nlD,Xm,Ym,Nhat-guess);
%-----nhat slices at initial time plots-----
func-x-yslice(1,xin,yin,N-hat,'\hat{n}',xm,Ym,Nhat-guess);


























































































epsi lon-nmod.sl i ce.ti me.vec, epsi lon-nstdsl i ce-timevec,...
betasli ce-time-vec, betazsl i ce-time-vec,gamma.sl i cetime-vec,...
rbrms.slice-time-vec]=PICPPS-emittancerbrmsphase
%PICPPS-emittance-rbrms-phase
global np PXx PXy PVx PVy z1D time-start time-end yloc labelFontSize...























epsi lonn-sl i cetime-vec=gamma-sl i ceti me.vec. *betasl i cetime-vec .
epsilon-slice-time-vec; %normalized rms emittance
epsi 1 on-nstdsl i ce.ti mevec=(1) *betaz-sl i ce-ti mevec.*...










































































xlabel(['$\bf{' ,xaxislabel, '}$'],'Interpreter', 'latex', 'Fontsize',labelFontSize)
ylabel((['$\bf{' ,yaxislabel ,'}$'] ,'Interpreter', 'latex', 'FontSize' ,label FontSize)

























































































global dx dy xin...
Tc...
zlD n1D TID vwarm1D...
N-hat PXx PXy PVx PVy...



























































































xlabel('$\bf{\hat{y}}$' ,'Interpreter', 'latex', 'FontSize' ,labelFontSize)
title(['$\hat{T}_{||}\,\hatfn}(0,0)^2/\hat{T}_{c}\,\hatfn}(0,\hatfy})^2\;at\;t_{step}\:=\: ,...









plot(log-z1D,logT1D, '-g' , 'Linewidth' ,2)












plot (zlD, vwarmlD, '-g' , 'Li newidth' , 2);






legend('theory' ,'numerical', 'Location' ,'Best')
xlabel('$\bf{\hat{y}}$','interpreter', 'latex' ,'FontSize' ,labelFontSize)
title(['$\hat{vl{y}(O,\hat{y})\;at\;t_{step}\:=\:',...




































































































title(['$\hat{T}_{perb}(\hat{x}, ' ,num2str(yloc(w)), ')\;at\;t_{step}\:=\:',...

























global PXx PXy PVx PVy labelFontSize
for i=time.start:timeend













xlabel('$\bf{' ,xaxislabel , '}$'] ,'Interpreter', 'latex', 'Fontsize',label FontSize)
ylabel(['$\bf{' ,yaxislabel ,'}$'], 'Interpreter','latex', 'Fontsize' ,label FontSize)
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